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A Few Thoughts
The Indian Steel Industry is in the midst of a major structural
transformation. The Industry size is likely to grow by more than two
fold during the coming five to six years. This change has already caused
strain on either side of the value chain of the steel producers. Rising
need of raw materials particularly Iron Ore and Coking Coal on the
input side and changing customer expectations and more sources of
finished steel on the output end have made the domestic steel space
much more competitive and challenging than the yester years.
In this changing scenario, the Indian Steel Industry has to be more
efficient to remain competitive and sustainable. Apart from upgrading
and augmenting the facilities with state of the art technologies the
industry has to develop a smarter managerial cadre and more skilled
workforce to ensure a sustainable competitive advantage.
The organisations need to consider the emerging challenges, such as
Raw Material Securitisation, Expansion & Modernisation, Logistic
Management, Environmental Issues, CSR, Diversification and
Globalisation, while ascertaining the set of competencies for
developing the leadership pipeline. Right people at the right place
would be one of the key attributes of successful organisations in the
industry in the days to come. Steel Producers need to develop
leadership pipelines clearly articulating the competencies required
from the people holding key positions and adopt scientific methods for
ensuring that the people are properly assessed for their capabilities vis
a vis the competency requirements of key positions.
We are witnessing an interesting and exciting phase for the Indian Steel
Industry, which is likely to decide the aspiration of making India a major
hub of Global Steel Business. But the possibility of this achievement has
a strong dependence on the people who are there to drive this ambition
and the focus of the organisations in developing people and preparing
them for this challenge. It has been our endeavour to provide insight
into contemporary management issues through relevant articles and
cases. This issue of “Growth” provides a perspective on a range of issues
related to different functions and discipline, and also, the emerging
thoughts in the area of leadership and economy.

(Manas R Panda)
Executive Director (HRD)

Feature Article

Evolving Sustainability Paradigm in Outbound
Logistics of Steel Sector : Mapping, Measurement
and Reporting
Anindya Chakladar*

''Supply chain of
any industry is
the bone structure
hence long term
sustainability
issues only
depends on
the sustainable
existence of it’s
supply chain. So
capital intensive
heavy industries
which needs to be
sustained through
a longer period
in time, to reap
profits, has to
address the long
term sustainability
issues.''

ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to provide the reader with an insight into sustainability reporting
within the supply chains of large steel Manufacturer. This is a study of the applicability
of sustainability development and reporting concepts in supply chains of manufacturing
industries with focus on steel marketing. Steel sector being in infrastructure and basic
industry in the economy of any country greening of supply chain has been unexplored
till now. Like steel making technology, the supply chain part is also capital intensive with
most of the background logistics state owned. However the marketing front end supply
chain is company owned where the tools are used in effective manner to impact the bottom
line. Sustainability reporting is attempted after it has already been started by the state run
company SAIL, besides TISCO the major private sector player in the country.
Management tools like QMS have brought lean management and efficiency with cost
effectiveness in marketing chain. Resource efficiency when experimented with greening the
supply chain has brought out long term sustainability through cost and energy, efficiency
and constraint and risk assessment.
It is being tried at Central marketing Organization of SAIL to determine if it allows to
improve their internal management and decision making processes, drive down the cost and
raise their profile in GRI space in India. The paper is descriptive study of implementation
of policies by measuring it’s impact quantitatively and utilizing the same in sustainability
report.
Introduction

S

upply chain of any industry is the backbone and hence long term sustainability
issues depends on the sustainable existence of it’s supply chain. So capital
intensive heavy industries which needs to be sustained through a longer period in
time, to reap profits, has to address the long term sustainability issues. Now days
for many enterprises these wings have established into separate business entities
(also as a result of sustainability efforts). Many like DHL, Federal express etc have
also started making reports in the GRI space. But then what about industries
which have their supply chain wing as it’s subsidiaries? Do they have to take
steps separately or the centralised reporting is sufficient? Does it need resource
utilisation and rationalization on its own or it can depend eternally on parental
control? Does the impact of operations of their activity has different bearings? We
need to understand this by taking example of a typical manufacturing activity like
steel making.

*Asstt. General Manager (Mktg.), CMO, SAIL, New Delhi
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and development. The companies in the sector
are increasingly strategizing ways for improved
economic, environmental and social performance
and risk mitigation.

Steel Industry :
Global steel production grew by 15% over 2009
levels, India is the 5th largest producer of steel in
the world in 2010, based on the rankings released by
World steel Association and is expected to become
2nd largest producer in the world by 2015-16.(SAIL
Annual Report, Delhi, retrieved from www.sail.co.in/
pdf/report 2010-11). Does it mean India will become
robust user of steel in future with exponential growth
in consumption and technologically more advanced
than the present leader? The answer is intriguing,
because steel production which involves mining of
iron ore and other processes leaving huge carbon
prints is an energy and resource hungry sector
with large environmental and societal footprint. It
is thus imperative to meet demand of steel in a safe
& sustainable way. Valuing the interdependence of
environmental, social and economic aspects in all
decision making is the key.

Sustainability : Key risk and focus areas for steel
industry
What is sustainability in the context of an industry. An
industry is basically aimed to serve the society in large.
Hence sustainability of an industry is directly related
to existence or sustenance of the society with reference
to the sectoral activity of the industry. Sustainable
development is aimed at improving the quality of life
for everyone, now and for generations to come.
Everything around us is either made from, or
manufactured with steel. It is uniquely versatile
material that comes in types and categories. The
different quality of steels have evolved due to
their specific needs in different sectors supporting
housing, food supply, transport, energy delivery
solutions. Table 1 shows a typical risk and focus chart
for sustainability risks typical for a steel industry.

The double digit growth projections for steel
consumption in global and domestic markets
combined with increased recognition of environment
and social aspects, has stimulated significant
improvement of productivity, conservation of natural
resources and energy, import substitution, quality upgradation, environment management and research

The sustainability commitment of an organization
can be attained through enhancing stakeholder value.
The stakeholders consisting of employees, customers,
vendors, suppliers, financers and shareholders can

Table 1 : (Source: SAIL Sustainability Report Draft)
Sustainable
Risks
Employee
Turnover &
labour relations

Health & safety

Details in steel sector

Strategy

• Attrition rate

• Grievance redressal system

• Competency management

• Workforce empowerment.

• Deployment

• Training & skill development

• Ethical practices

• deployment

• Accident prone

• Training and awareness programme.

• Occupational disease.

• Safety audits.

• Brand perception due to safety.
• Pollution
Societal
perception

• Community engagement

• Regulatory delays
• Adverse perception
bottleneck.

as

operational

• Brand image
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Economic risks

• Purchases of raw materials.

• Fund management and cost control

• Cost of production,borrowings, interest
rates.

• Capital investment

• Global economic conditions.

• Products,process and application
innovation.

• Local economic conditions

• Market outreach
• Raw material security
• Resizing supply chain.

Environmental
& Global
climate change

• CO2 intensive industry

• Conserving energy

• Innovations to circumvent stringent laws.

• Material use efficiency

• Carbon taxes, emission caps.

• Waste minimization and management

• Waste generation and disposal issues.

• Limiting air emission.

• Air & water quality in surrounding.

• Water use efficiency

• Environmental approvals

• Reduce effluent discharge.
• Extending environmental stewardship to
supply chains

continue to remain with the company provided that
the company continues to hold leadership position
in the market or global sector. To attain leadership
the company has to have stewardship in the market
in terms of product and process innovativeness and
image.

involved in moving a product or service from supplier
to customer (“ Supply chain retrieved on 01.11.11. from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/supply-chain”). A supply
chain activity transforms natural resources, raw
materials and components into a finished product that
is delivered to the end user. Supply chain management
encompasses the planning and management of all
activities involved in sourcing and procurement,
conversion and all logistics management activities.
Fig I showing a typical chain for an integrated steel
plant in general, shall be applicable for supply chain
wing as well. The measurable parameters in such case
should be like below :

One of the main constituents in image building is
reporting. The reports can be annual report, financial
report, business report or more recently in GRI
space that is basically on environmental, social and
governance status of the company. Steel industries
globally in general and in India in particular is already
into GRI space. Indian companies are recognizing the
challenge of going global and are using the voluntary
approach as market based instrument during last
5-6 years (Dr Haldar (2011, Sustainable corporate
growth; Exploring new frontiers in technology,
NHRD publication). Any company working towards
sustainable development must ensure long term
strategy based around the limits of its natural
ecosystems and ensuring local communities develop
in tandem. Such context is also equally applicable
to the supply chain of any industry and steel in
particular and how that can be?

Storage
location

Raw
materials
mines &
port

Spares, fuel,
information,
technology

Channel
partners

M
A
R
K
E
T

Service
provider

Fig 1: A Typical chain for an Integrated Steel Plant
Typically iron ores and coking coal flows from mines
and port to plant across geographical locations either
by water, road or rail. The production process is
continuously furnished with spares for machineries,
fuels and technological inputs. The resultant products

Supply Chain: Distribution Network in Outbound
Logistics
A supply chain is a system of organizations, people,
technologies, activities, information and resources
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i.e. steel in various forms like finished or semi finished
are again flowing into market place by set of logistics. A
typical steel supply chain begins and ends with ecological
and biological regulations of natural resources.

Innovation
Fund Mgmt Cost Ctrl

So turning this supply chain into pool of savings,
innovation and profits is no longer just a must do
option but key differentiator between the Leaders and
Laggards.

Market Outreach

Favour Locals

This paper attempts only to dig at differentiator
aspects of supply chain which separates a sustainable
entity from others.
Fig 2:
Sustainability Commitment : By Enhancing
Stakeholder Value

Sustainability Report: Environmental, Social and
Governance Reporting

The key to all mantra related to sustainability is to keep
the market leadership. It always pays to remain in
the top of the market (Chaturvedi, P, 2011 september,
Quality time’s volume XVI No 9/2011 pg 13-15). So
for any entity either in the sector or product category
all the activities starting from production to selling
should ultimately aim for expanding the market and
stay at the top for as long as possible. Now this is
classically attained by:

In the year 2000 Global reporting initiative (GRI)
promoted the sustainability reporting guidelines
in the south Asian region for the first time. Large
companies like TATA started reporting and now
followed by many. There are 56 companies disclosing
their environment and social performances and a
total of approximately 40 companies refer to the GRI
guidelines. From the website, it is observed that TATA
steel, TATA chemicals, TATA motors, ITC, Reliance
industries, Jubilant Organosys are the leading
companies with about 6-7 years of experience of
sustainability reporting. In 2008, CRISIL announced
the launch of the S&P ESG India Index, the first
index of companies whose business strategies and
performance demonstrate commitment to meeting
environmental, social and governance standards
and incorporate sustainability measures into their
investment decisions. (Haldar 2011, “ India leadership
in environmental, social and Governance reporting
status and way forward”, Sustainable Corporate
Growth, NHRD Ranchi).

1. Expanding production capacity commensurating
with size of the market. This would entail
modernization, expansion, innovative practices
to even merger of facilities, alignment of business
modules, acquisition of other entities etc.
2. Marketing products effectively with
realisations to have healthy margin.

more

3. Creating favourable and profitable conditions
for all associated like financers, shareholders,
customers, employees, vendors, partners etc.
4. Engage in activities amenable to improvement in
futures of society and country in general.
5. To operate within the framework set by the
governance of authorities in general and one’s
own in particular.

It is understandable that in order to go global a
supply chain company may decide on sustainability
reporting. But what with those who have a supply
chain wing as a profit centre? Surely there will be no
difference between the two as far as the steps to be
taken and activities to report are concerned. What are
those aspects one has to look for especially in case one
decides to go for such non-financial disclosures?

Any organization in general and heavy industries in
particular like steel can reach the above mentioned
strategies by realigning company policies with
changed demand of the society with time. As shown
in fig 2 all the steps undertaken along has to come out
in proper reports and publicized to gain stakeholder
confidences. One such report is called sustainability
report which is a kind of non financial report.

Firstly sustainability report should not be just about
writing something you do other than your core activity
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part in this. The best activity, which can also include
business, is perhaps making the society the main
stakeholder in business. In 2010 the department of
public enterprise constituted a working group to
improve CSR guidelines of the companies.

(Vadim Kotelniko 2007, 6Ws of Sustainable Corporate
Growth). It is only about reporting of activities and
achievements that have significant contributions to the
factorial growth in social environment. Organizations
that market their external image beyond their actual
accomplishments are risking serious damage to their
corporate reputations (rao.C.H 2011 Innovation and
sustainability in the new age of core competence ;
Sustainable corporate growth, NHRD publication)
The framework for reporting Fig 3, which is adopted
by industries. Fig 3 in general, shall be applicable
for supply chain wing as well. The measurable
parameters in such case should be like below :

Environmental policies: Their shall be a paradigm
shift in policies and it’s implementation thereby
which all the existing processes as well as future
planned processes should be so designed that they
do least harm to surrounding air, water and sound
quality, use and gradually replace existing energy
requirement with that of renewable energy sources,
stop or reduce to the maximum extent possible
effluents, increase recyclability etc. All the above
is called greening activities. Besides definition to
undertake action leading to literal meaning of the
term like planting trees, setting up habitats of flora
and fauna all contributing to biological resources
which has already been affected by industrialization.

Social welfare
(CSR)

Now they do help sustainability in the following
ways:
• The amount of money invested can lead to
education, upliftment, and growth of society.

Sustainability
report.
Transparent
Governance

• Inclusive growth takes place if the stakeholder
base is expanded amongst the constituents that
form the market. For example employing those for
a textile industry to whom the products will have
to be sold.

Green
processing
(environmental)

Fig 3: (Source: SAIL Sustainability Draft Report 2011-12)

• Investment can be attracted if confidence grows
due to transparency of all activities. Continual
investment ensures sustainability. One can put
money if one knows how it is spent.

Good Governance: All the activities are transparent,
fair, recorded and retrievable. This can include
procurement, recruitment, appointment and
distribution of goods and services including
commerce. The sound policies have to be backed
by infrastructure to support. A good IT back up not
only hastens up dealings but also instils confidence
amongst stakeholders. The activities towards
achieving this may will be included in the report. The
report should show how the surrounding and local
population was included in growth stories.

• Damage to the environment causes damage to
society and affects the health and security of future
to come. Energy resources are fast depleting.
Judiciousness in all kind of expenses only secures
sustainability into future.
All the above can also be incorporated into a supply
chain company. All the above can be suitably
translated by the following.
1. Suitable use of IT in all activities. Discussing how it
improves the efficiency is beyond our scope here,
but it brings enormous transparency in activities.

Corporate social responsibility: activities undertaken
for the society not related to the business shall form a

5
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Case Study : Outbound Logistics at Steel Authority
of India Ltd.

It helps in service rendered quality, economics
and commerce of service rendered, visibility and
lastly credibility.

SAIL is the largest Steel producer in India with annual
sales close to 14mt of saleable steel at present through
their network consisting of 35 branch sales offices
and 23 customer contact offices. It sells products from
5 integrated mild steel plants, 2 alloy steel plants
and 1 stainless steel plant. They have a network
of 25 departmental warehouse and 42 warehouses
controlled by Consignment Agencies. Besides the
dealer network consists of close to 2500 dealers spread
across 626 districts who sell to retail segment.

2. Use of green technologies helps reducing cost
and viability of processes. The warehousing
technology storage and distribution may have
varying degree of fuel utilization and technology
involved. Impact on environment can be
minimised by proper usage.
3. Employment, training and empowerment of
employees is an area where companies can do a lot
due to competency shortage. It also entails taking
care of occupational hazards and their reduction.
Health of employees as well as those who are part
of chain along with surrounding is an area where
visible activity is required.

The materials are also sold directly from the plants.
Other wise they travel from plants to stockyards
either through rail or road. Semi finished steel may
also travel from plants/stockyards to conversion
agents for final products and flows from there either
to customers or back to yard before finally going to
customers. Such road movements are also controlled
from branch/stockyard setup called Central Marketing
Organization.

4. A part of the profit whether it is the money or
services or goods can also be set aside for those
where the factories are set up. Some kind of
welfare activities not only increases brand image
but also goes a long way to give stability to the
economic, political and societal stability to the
industry in general and organization in particular.

Within CMO there is a division called Warehousing
group. Their role includes receipt of products
from plants, accounting and then distribution to
customers as sales. The necessary movement is
also organized as well as handling. All the jobs are
outsourced hence contracting is a major operation
for them. This group handles the necessary
engineering and technical job associated with
maintenance of marketing setup. Additional value
added activities like, conversion of semis, decoiling
of TMT coils is managed by this group limited to
distribution and commerce. The sales part is still
handled by marketing group.

Table 2 enumerates some of the management tools
available to embark upon a road to a better tomorrow
as given below. We can see a case study given below :
to see what activities undertaken will be a part of
reporting and their affect on the business.
Table 2 :

QMS ISO 9001:2002
Quality circle,
six signa,
Bench marking

EMS ISO 14001:2004
Environmental
performance
Impact assessment
Pollution control

Occupational health
and safety OHSAS
180001:2007

Social Accountability
SA 8000

ENTERPRISE
SCORECARD

R&D product
process application

The warehousing group is equivalent to outbound
logistics in supply chain of SAIL. All the other steel
producers follow a similar model perhaps in a leaner
way. It is worthwhile to see how this group has
undertaken sustainability steps in order to stay in
competition, because others who have come later has
only adopted from the pitfalls of this system.
Initiatives Undertaken
CMO has adopted four step model for identifying,
addressing concerns, engaging and gaining feedback
from different customers and vendors. This is shown
in fig 4.

Business ethics as per GOI guidelines of CVC
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Identification
of citizens
based on
Impact &
Influence

Policy
formulation
geared towards
citizen’s
expectation

Action
framework
for providing
products/
services

are procedures in which always advance payment
is taken from the customers. Information flows are
taking place between marketing and plants in form
of orders in grades, quantities, sizes etc and roiling
stocks from plants as per order schedule. Once the
product is ready for shipment they are sent to various
stockyards spread across the country or directly from
the plants shipment bays.

Feedback
mechanism:
measurement
and remedial
action.

Now the entire chain of activities (as shown) used to
be controlled by systems differently configured both
at production level, intermediate level and sales and
distribution level. This had given rise to information
gaps, mismatch, mistiming that in turn lead to
inventory build up, order non conformance and sales
loss in patches because of customer dissatisfaction.

Fig 4: (Source : SAIL Sustainability report 2011-12)

1. Step 1 will constitute identification of stakeholders
whose influence will determine the performance
of the company. What is the impact of company’s
perceived actions on them? What should be
further course needed to be done by the company
which can benefit these citizens that in turn also
benefit the company.

SAIL took up under the package of modernization,
implementation of ERP based system for integration
with SAP between it’s production unit and marketing
unit. The marketing package was done at a cost of 300
crores with M/s PWC as consultant. In the first stage
different units individually implemented SAP. At the
time of this paper units like BSP, DSP, BSL has already
implemented SAP and RSP with IISCO on the verge
of completion. The marketing unit SAP has 3 main
modules namely SALES, Material Management,
Finance and HR module.

2. Based on the identification of citizens’ and its
expectation the set of policies are formulated to be
followed.
3. Delivering services and products, which match the
expectations of the citizens. This means making
action as per the policies.
4. Step 4 is as suggested to issue a prompt acknowledgement and redressal mechanism of complaints.

Though the earlier system which stockyards were
using along with branch was equally competent in
all functions yet could not be continued only for 2
reasons namely:

In order to prepare a good investor report, the
following major processes were undertaken in the
supply chain system and they are explained below.
Mechanism 1.

• The information flow right from order to stock
could not be integrated with plants. So there was
information block at the plants, which were not
able to know the customer requirements. Neither
the customers could know what the status of their
orders was.

ERP : Inventory Management Through Enterprise
Resource Planning :
Demand assessments from different branches are
compiled and product wise passed on to the different
producing plants. Plants make their production
planning depending on the supply of raw materials
and rolling (production capacities). These are frozen
in sales coordination meeting held between the plant
and marketing counterparts. The orders are than
distributed into various branches based on the price
booked at different locations and accordingly the
quantities are moderated.

• The system developed by M/s TCS had some
limitation mostly related to their after sales service
and licence related. At the time of change over
the system was already 8 year old, 3 more than
originally contracted.
The SAP had one objective and that was seamless
integration across various platforms. The phase II
envisages integration with SAP modules at the plant
with that in the marketing domain. The ultimate goal

The sales are taking place at various branches
based on the purchase orders at branches. There
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is “ Transparency in transaction at all the levels so that
the share holders and stakeholders are privy to all the
information right from their order servicing right
upto their investment”.

• Consistency, efficiency and effectiveness
operations/activities/ functions.

of

• Error free documentation in sales, export
shipment, coal import etc that otherwise increases
efficiency of business environment.

Mechanism 2:

• Awareness among the employees about the
process vis-à-vis their responsibility. Roles and
responsibility of every individual is clearly defined
to ease the system.

Quality Management Systems : Implementation of
ISO 9001:2008.
The Central Marketing Organization which controls
the sales and distribution of mild steel products from
5 major integrated steel plants of SAIL with its 35
branches, 52 stockyards , 5 Sales resident manager’s
office at respective plants, HQ at Kolkata, 4 regional
Offices and Commercial Directorate at Delhi has been
ISO certified by M/s TUV in the year of 2007. It has
also undergone recertification once at an interval of 3
years for all the above units. The area in the first phase
included branch sales activities, regional and central
order management system, sales coordination section
at the plants as well as stockyard distribution model.
In the second phase, certification encompassed the
HR functions and Finance section.

• After sales service like documentation (test
certificates etc), quality complaint reduction as
low as possible.
• Time saving in deliveries to retail sector.
• Improved record keeping leading to timely
calibration of weighbridges and overall reduction
in shortages that in turn lead to saving of crores of
revenues.
Mechanism 3:
Occupational Safety and Health management
Systems : Safety management for employees and
stakeholders.

Quality Objective is laid by the company and as per set
Quality procedures and manual all the activities are
mapped with the help of well-laid Standard Operating
procedures. Measurable objectives are set as per APP
plans of the company set by the management. With
the help of TQM plans are distributed additively at all
levels and efforts are documented for achievement.

This is in direction to make the stockyards accident
free zones. However the policy encompass the
gamut of entire activities covering men and
machines. Due to increased economical activities and
technological progress the number of occupational
accidents and diseases are increasing in all areas of
manufacturing. The work related accidents have far
reaching fallouts right from the loss in man hours,
industrial disputes, loss of properties all leading to
productivity loss and economic erosion. Under ILOOSH- 2001, safety and health management has been
integrated to other management systems like ISO
etc. In the supply chain this has been primarily a
line management function. The marketing unit does
not have a specialised OSH unit and is always taking
help from a central safety organization that controls
safety functions of plants as well as allied units.

Like the production units stockyard level Quality
circles are set up at 2 locations for taking up lean
operations projects.
There is in general only one reason why companies go
for ISO certification programs. “ISO gives universal
acceptability for a business entity to perform
commercial dealings and activities across transplatforms levels.” So if getting ISO certification was a
necessity due to business obligation, benefits accrued
at the supply chain level was never attempted to
quantified. At the supply chain level the following
was observed as a result of ISO system.

The OSH follows classical Deming cycle of Plando-check-act which is the basis to the “system”
approach to the management. In the stockyards this
is basically done with a “safety committee” consisting
of management representative and worker
participants. An activity consists of receipt, stacking,
retrieving and delivery stages are done with material

• Various customer centric parameters evolved like
the CSI (customer satisfaction index), OCI (order
conformance index) and SPF (service performance
factors) which brings customers much closer to
system and leads to effective feedback mechanism.
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handling equipments run and maintained by third
party vendors who are also stakeholders. The
operation and maintenance of all these equipments
is done as per set out procedures and practices. In
order to avoid accidents activities include periodic
interaction, awareness programs, training etc.
Policies includes statutory inclusions of PF,ESIC,
usage of protective equipments, welfare schemes,
etc in all the contracts run in the warehousing
system as well as those in the office setup. Overall
guiding objectives are broadly outlined as:

objectives shall be developed for implementation and
monitoring. Any discussion on the benefits of safety
is redundant here. A safe environment only instils
confidence which translates into enhanced business.
This cannot be proved by quantitative techniques that
safety has increased business. However it is strange
to come across any organization or individual who
can claim that Safety is not important in business.
Mechanism 4
Environment management system : Implementation
of ISO 14001 : 2004 in the stockyard Operations.

• Continuous reduction in the reduction in the
incidence of work related injuries, fatalities,
diseases, disaster and loss of company assets.

It also pays to be environmentally aware even if
operations are service oriented and not manufacturing
in nature. So is it necessary to take preventive steps
only if the process involves pollution? CMO has
endeavoured to bring 4 out of 35 of it’s stockyard for
certification under ISO14000. To implement in the
supply chain the following steps as shown in the
table were taken :

• Coverage of man-hours lost due to injuries for
comprehensive database for learning to prevent
and monitoring.
• Continual enhancement of awareness regarding
safety, health and environment at workplace
related areas.

Table 3 :

Action programmes includes enforcement, training,
monitoring, accident analysis cause and prevention
steps and monitoring of RLTIFR right from field level
to apex level.
Benefits are multifarious in nature. The greatest of
all is perhaps the increased confidence of customers,
vendors’ employees, and shareholders as well as
stakeholders of the company. Concrete steps taken for
safety management includes:
• Use of PPEs (personal protective equipments
like helmets, hand gloves, safety shoes etc) is
mandatory in operations.
• All contractors are supposed to be ESIC registered.
Yards have first aid provisions and efforts are
onway for tie up with nearest medical centres for
accidents and healthcare.
• Safety allowance maximum upto Rs 1000 per
month is disbursed to contract labours as a reward
for compliance.
• Periodic awareness and training are held in the
respective yards. A new module of spreading
awareness based on BBS (Behaviour Based Safety)
is underway for implementation.

Stages

Activities

Environmental
Impact
assessment

Inspect individual warehouse,
classify individual activities, Enlist
impacts in air, noise, water etc from
activities and assign scores based on
severity.

Legal and
legislations

Taking Governmental clearances as
required in the state of business.

Policy
formulation

Incorporate corporate policy along
with vision and mission and extend
to marketing relevance.

Initial audit
and awareness

Choose the location and conduct
a reconnaissance with awareness
campaign

Objectives

Formulating environmental tasks
and target conforming the policy.

SOP and EMP

Drafting and freezing standard
procedures, emergency procedures
etc

Training &
Certification

As per laid down plans form a
team, with constitutional positions,
conduct training and implementing
tasks and targets and than inviting
external agencies for certification

Presently in SAIL the certification stage is underway
in two sub stages. In the first substage it will be
Faridabad and Chennai and in the second sub stage it
will be Kolkata and Mumbai.

An ISO based safety management is mooted based
on company safety policy where SOPs, SMPs,
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Anticipated benefits can be enumerated majorly into
two categories:

enterprise risk management process was undertaken
by the organization to identify quantify and rank
the risk areas. Risk officers and risk management
committee under Chief risk officer have been
constituted for elaborate risk mitigation.

Clean and Green Warehouse : This will usher in
a culture of safe and clean stockyard operations by
improved housekeeping, clean water and disposal
system, pollution free handling of steel and related
operations, dust free shop floor and reduced emission
from vehicles, efficient usage of all fuel utilisation and
innovation of recycling of wastes.

Under the warehousing group the expansions, the
contracts, the networking are all evaluated and monitored.
Conclusion
Supply chain is just like any business entity if they
are considered as profit centres. Hence sustainability
report can easily be prepared for them on the
same lines. The present case of SAIL is one and
only example where the processes can actually be
measured in terms of improvement in business
parameters. Though some of the mechanisms used
were newly instituted there benefit perhaps can be
amplified with time. Outbound logistic operations
in any sector, if applies for submitting sustainability
report, shall have to make certain changes in their
process which are bound to improve operations
just like “Lean Management” because it will lead to
resource savings.

Lean and sustainable supply chain : Various steps
should ensure efficient output with reduced energy
bills and waste reduction, transparency and safer
operation to enhance stakeholder confidence. It is also
a future ready steps by which expanded volumes can
be handled in a more efficient manner by increasing
resource productivity.
Improving environmental consciousness: Use of
renewable energy
Warehouses are fast replacing batteries used for UPS
system with solar energies. There is monitoring of
electrical bill, power consumption and usage of fuel
for generators. Water quality and effluent disposal is
also enhanced besides greening of warehouses.

Sustainability reporting is not a management
technique, which can make business more competitive.
It is a tool by which businesses comes closer to society
that it serves. Every business gets it’s existence from
the society in general hence the onus is that it has
to gives back something, which is not business in
itself. Supply chain being a part of business should
automatically resort to sustainability reporting as it
gives same viability to the operations as it does for
the parent process. Besides supply chain activities
are integral part of industry so it is time that they too
make a meaningful difference in lives of people and
give due consideration to human rights.

Internal auditors are appointed for holding awareness
programs. Earth day, green day etc are celebrated.
After successful implementation of EMS system it will
be endeavoured to increase the reach of ISO 14000 to
31 other stockyards.
Mechanism 5
Comprehensive Risk Management
As a part of strategy development for the whole
company of SAIL risk management was identified and
CMO was also in the ambit of this. A multidimensional
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Feature Article

Wired to Succeed: Seven Habits to Conquer
Economic Downturn
Bishwajit Chowdhury*

''...during difficult
times when
organizations
experience
rapid change
and economic
pressure, the
likelihood of
managerial
failure increases
manifold.
This increased
likelihood of
failure is brought
on because
of managers’
inability to
adjust their role
to the demands
of the current
organizational
reality.''

ABSTRACT
Amidst the current economic slowdown, leaders of organizations in every part of the world
are finding their skills put to the test. Open up any pink newspaper, you will see sobering
headlines that include “Credit Crunch Hits Businesses Hard,” “No One is Safe from
Downturn” and “CEOs Struggle to Hit Numbers.”
For the past 25 years, researchers are seeking the answer why organizations succeed and
why organizations fail. They have found that leadership plays a pivotal role in helping
organizations survive economic and operational hard times. In fact, findings on rapid
organizational improvement have proven time and time again that leadership is the single
most important factor for helping organizations execute rapid improvement initiatives and
survive performance during downturns. This article, captioned as a tribute to legendary
Steven R Covey, is an attempt to explore what specific things business leaders should be
doing to help lead their organizations through these exceptionally trying times.
Introduction

I

n normal times, leaders perform myriad tasks at the strategic and operational
levels that can include creating vision, clarifying the mission, developing action
plans and building teams. An organization’s success is greatly affected by the
leadership prowess in effectively executing these critical functions. However
during difficult times when organizations experience rapid change and economic
pressure, the likelihood of managerial failure increases manifold. This increased
likelihood of failure is brought on because of managers’ inability to adjust their
role to the demands of the current organizational reality. Managers must learn
to handle the heat that is brought on by economic pressures. On the basis of
consensus on emerging challenges, let us review the leadership imperatives for
dealing with trying economic times and the consequences that can occur when
these imperatives are ignored.
Critical Response #1
Stay positive and poised: The single most important thing that a leader must do
in an economic downturn is maintain a positive and poised attitude and behavior.
There is a substantial body of literature that makes a strong case that employees
tend to follow and emulate the actions of their superiors.
When organizations experience rapid performance downturns and the
corresponding hardships, it is easy for leaders to become discouraged, disheartened
*Asstt. General Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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Last, leaders must help their work units as a whole
focus on the appropriate outcomes and activities that
are needed for them to achieve desired results. In
an economic downturn, it is easy for everything to
become a priority, but the reality is that clear focus
and a reprioritization of activity and resources must
take place for a work unit to function most effectively
in reacting to turbulent organizational challenges.
These three activities must take place sooner
rather than later to prevent a trying situation from
degenerating into a full-blown crisis.

and dispirited as they are confronted with the
realities of their current situation. When leaders
allow themselves to become negative, pessimistic,
cynical and downtrodden in their attitude, these
things will manifest themselves into behaviors that
have a demoralizing and de-motivating effect on the
people they are responsible for leading. Similarly,
when a leader melts down or panics, the impact on
their people can be profoundly negative and, in some
cases, catastrophic. A lack of poise in a leader can
create panic which, in turn, can have a detrimental
effect on planning, problem solving, communication,
teamwork, motivation and ultimately the bottom
line. The senior-level managers who participated
in this study made it clear that leaders must start
with themselves and how they handle the hardship
if they are indeed going to be effective in leading
their people through an economic trial of this
nature. Times of trial and tumult require leaders to
demonstrate an honest and realistic appreciation for
the situation while always maintaining a positive and
calm persona if they are to demonstrate differencemaking leadership.

Critical Response #3
Solve problems and make changes fast
The loss of a key customer, a new lower cost competitor,
a new government regulation or an overall industry
downturn creates situations that business leaders
must react to quickly. These setbacks, in turn, can
create myriad organizational problems driven by
a loss of revenue, volumes, margins and resources.
In both cases, leaders must solve these problems
quickly and effectively to help their organization
respond to these trials. While many managers have
sophisticated process improvement and problemsolving models and tools, most of them are not
designed for speed or rapid decision making. With
this backdrop, managers must learn to go through
the problem solving and change process with a new
mindset aimed toward speed and creating more
effective business solutions.

Critical Response #2
Re-focus and re-prioritize
Stop and take stock of the current situation. Having
done this, leaders must then create clear focus on
what must be done in order to deal with the current
situation and to prioritize activities and resources
correspondingly. This process of re-focus and reprioritizing action must take place at three levels:

Critical Response #4
Look for opportunities amidst the gloom

First, determine a course of action and what behaviors
and activities everyone must effectively demonstrate
to meet the changing demands of their organization.
This may require leaders to determine what results
are now most critical to improve performance and
design a set of actions, practices and behaviors that
are most central to achieving desired outcomes.

In every difficult situation, opportunities for
improvement exist, as well as new business
opportunities that have been brought on by the
changing demands and turbulence of the market place.
Business leaders must spend sufficient time seeking
out these opportunities, which can easily be lost in
the heat of battle or in focusing exclusively on turning
around existing operations. Looking for opportunities
requires a number of important activities that do
not necessarily come naturally to business leaders
who are “under siege". Business leaders must take
adequate time to think about the current situation
that is taking place all around them. They must
then think creatively. Some of these opportunities

Second, it is imperative that leaders create focus
for their direct reports through their own actions.
Leaders must create clear direction for each of their
people by helping them focus their energies on
realigned desired outcomes. Help employees identify
and determine the practices and behaviors that will
help them achieve better performance.
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might be internal to the organization, some might
be external, but the important point is that leaders
make themselves aware of any and all opportunities
that might assist them in their turnaround efforts.
These might include renegotiating a contract with a
supplier, engaging with a trade association that has
been ignored in recent years, engaging in new market
research activities and looking at partnership or joint
opportunities. Leaders need to be entrepreneurial
and willing to take risks for the sake of improving
performance. Successful leaders see opportunities
when others see adversity and should be ready
to capitalize on these opportunities to help their
enterprises.

effectiveness, energy and resilience. When business
leaders find their organizations struggling, they must
take proactive steps to manage their schedule more
effectively and invest their time on activities that
will get them the biggest return on their investment.
When managers have clarified and prioritized the
results they need to achieve and established the
behaviors and activities that will help them achieve
these results, time utilization becomes the single
most important factor for their success. Reducing
the amount of time spent on ancillary and nonessential activities can be a great long-term benefit
of refocusing one’s efforts.
Critical Response #7

Critical Response #5
Identify and take control of what you can control

Develop your working relationships and teams
In the middle of a challenge or crisis, the leader’s
role becomes even more important than in normal
times. These types of difficulties can cause a work
group to disintegrate, fracture, splinter or even
implode. Conversely, a trying time can cause a
workgroup to become more engaged, energized,
creative and motivated to reduce the heat and
improve performance. The difference in both of
these scenarios is almost always the quality of
the leader who is in charge of that group and the
actions. When an organization is experiencing stress,
working relationships become more important as
they are the cultural glue that can hold an enterprise
together. Nowhere is this truer than the relationship
between a leader and a team member. When a leader
is experiencing a crisis and their schedule explodes
with activity, there is a tendency to allow working
relationships and interpersonal communication to
take a back seat to more pressing issues. Leading in
challenging times requires leaders to push back against
this tendency and to invest more time in their people
on a more individual basis. This type of interaction
can enhance an employee’s understanding of the
situation, can calm their fears, reduce their stress
levels and can let the employee know that they are an
integral and valued part of the turnaround process.
Team-building and training activities can go a long
way toward creating more effective problem solving
and process improvement talents that are sorely
needed in helping an organization work through an
economic trial.

While many things are outside a leader’s control,
there are quite a few that fall within their control,
including the leader’s attitude and ability to focus
and prioritize daily managerial activity, solving
problems, taking control of their time, improving
working relationships and taking time to plan and
think. All these activities represent specific actions on
the part of a leader that can make a real difference.
The corollary to this imperative is that leaders must
not allow the things that they cannot control to
degrade their attitude and performance on the things
that they can control.
Critical Response #6
Use time carefully
Business leaders consider time as their most
important resource. Leaders frequently cite their
technology, competitive advantage, marketing
acumen, brand recognition, distribution channel
and, most frequently, their people as most valuable
assets. But the truth of the matter is, in our previous
research, managers clearly identified time as their
single most important resource. If managers do not
properly use and safeguard this critical resource, all
of the previously mentioned resources will suffer.
There is a strong link between using time wisely
and a number of the key leadership practices in
our findings. Managers operating in struggling
organizations frequently have extensive work
weeks that can have a debilitating effect on their
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“Do not hurry; do not rest”.
- Goethe
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Feature Article

Developing a Compelling Employee
Value Proposition
Chinmay Kumar Podder*

''...there is more
to employee’s
satisfaction than
just remuneration
(salary and
benefits).
Employee Value
Proposition has
been proven
to be crucial to
attracting, hiring
and retaining the
best talent in the
industry.''

ABSTRACT
Attracting, hiring, and retaining people are the biggest challenges of talent management
today. For this to happen it is equally important to develop value propositions for jobs to
attract talent sufficiently. “Employee Value Proposition” (EVP) means creating a balance of
rewards and recognition in return to an employee’s performance at workplace. It is a people
centred approach that is directed to existing employees and integrated man power planning
strategies. The author in this article explains the importance and benefits of EVPs, how to
leverage EVPs and has outlined various components of EVPs. He says EVP is not one and
same thing as employer brand which is wrapper. An EVP makes sure that what’s on the
inside is as good as what wrapper promises. He has in his article suggested how to develop
a compelling EVP. But the starting point is the identification of real needs and desire of
existing and potential employees and authentic work relationship and employment benefits.
In conclusion he says the employee’s satisfaction in the working life is directly proportional
to the value experience. This is relationship between cost to the company-the work to be
performed and the quality experienced - the total balance of rewards and benefits received.
It is the balance between the cost and quality that will lead to competitive advantage for
the employer in attraction and retention of quality people. Lots of companies believe their
competitive advantage is their unique culture, however if you cannot attract and retain the
right people your culture will stop delivering any advantage.
Introduction

W

hat is an employee value proposition? Simply put E.V.P is an employee’s
perspective or “what is in it for me to work here” and an employer’s
communicated promise to its employees. This serves to define what the
organisation would like to be associated with as employer, highlight the attributes
that differentiate the organisation from other employers. In other words an
EVP is the unique set of benefits which an employee receives in return for the
skills, capabilities and experiences that they bring to a company. An EVP is about
defining the essence of your company, how it is unique and what it stands for. It
encompasses the central reasons that people are proud and motivated to work
with such as inspiring vision or distinctive culture.
Importance of EVP

I

t is a well known fact that there is more to employee’s satisfaction than just
remuneration (salary and benefits). Employee Value Proposition has been proven
to be crucial to attracting, hiring and retaining the best talent in the industry. This
goes a long way in helping prioritise the HR policies, creates a strong brand in the
eyes of people and helps in workforce engagement.

*Executive Director (C A & B D), Neelachal Ispat Nigam Limited, Bhubaneswar
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Differentiating EVP and employer Brand.

How can the EVP be leveraged?

In many companies the focus of an EVP is often
confused with the employer brand and as a result
is solely communicated to attract job applicants. An
EVP certainly contributes to the employer brand
and draws from it but they are not the same thing.
Developing the right EVP requires an understanding
of the company’s current and future talent needs in
the context of business strategy. An EVP is different
from employer brand which is the wrapper. An EVP
makes sure that what’s on the inside is as good as
what the wrapper promises.

While the primary impact of the EVP will be seen
in recruitment and retention of staff, there are
secondary benefits that can flow from understanding
and managing the EVP.
• Focusing the HRM agenda
Two of the key drivers used to focus the HRM agenda
are regulation and risk. Whilst important, these are
primarily defensive in approach. Furthermore, they
tend to focus on responses to external agendas and
pressures. Adding the EVP to the agenda provides
a third positive strategy to stabilise the HRD agenda
and ties it more clearly to strategic direction and
values set by the organisation.

Key Components of EVP might include;
• Compensation- Salary, incentive, cash recognition,
pay process

• Attracting quality people

• Benefits-healthcare, retirement, insurance

The EVP on offer provides an immediate response to
potential employee’s first question, namely what is in
it for me?

• Affiliation-work environment, trust, organisational
commitment
• Career - advancement opportunities, personal
growth and development, training job security

• Re connecting with a disengaged workforce
When morale is low and staffs are disengaged, the
organisation needs a starting point from which
to rebuild the key relationships. Discussing and
reconstructing the EVP can assist staff to reengage by
clarifying for them why they choose to stay with the
organisation How an EVP is developed?

• Work content- challenge, autonomy, transparency,
meaningfulness, varieties
Let me explain this with an example. At Sodexo they
support and encourage their employees to shape
their own future and growth within company. These
themes can be summarised with following value
proposition

• Document the employment segment to be
targeted. This may be by professional classification,
by demography, by personality type, or any other
relevant means of profiling

• We care about our employees in the same way
that we care our clients and we strive to provide
each and every employees with a wide range
of professional and personal opportunities to
improve the quality of life

• Describe the value experienced by the employees
in as much detail as possible. All experiences and
component should be considered.

• Our employees are able to develop their career
both locally and globally across all of our service
area

• Define the range of components on offer to
the employee segment. Just listing the options
available is context free, and does not recognise
potential cultural or personal differences

• By living the Sodexo values and principles, and
actively fostering diversity and inclusion, our
people make Sodexo a company of the future.

Only by working through step l and step 2 will help
produce more powerful EVPs.

Five commitments capture the Sodexo Employee
Value Propositions - recruiting, welcoming, living,
grooming, and rewarding. The Sodexo statement
includes guidance for employees to talk to their
manager.

• Look at alternatives in competitor organisation.
Competitor organisation is the second dimension
of context to be considered The organisation exists
in a matrix of potential competitor organisations
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Aim to deploy EVP throughout HRM activities,
HR strategy, recruitment, advertising, job offers,
management training and so on.

• Develop the EVP from the components that meet
the following criteria,
- Core elements : Developmental opportunities,
career opportunities and respect Compensation
and organisational stability for attraction
-

Managers quality and congenial work
environment for retention relevant to attraction
or retention depending which is the focus of
the approach.

-

Current
organisational
strength
not
provided by competing organisations or
competing organisations simply fail to provide
it well

-

Good fit with culture and goals

-

Low human relation investment.

-

Strategically relevant.

In particular build advocates amongst current staff
as this is seen as one of the most credible source of
information
• Consider aspects of EVP where the organisation
is weak, and develop these in preferred direction.
Then re-develop the EVP, reiterating through
these steps. This will enable the organisation
both to grow and develop and also to respond
dynamically to change in its environment
Role of Corporate manager
Stewart Black Programme Director Insead edu says
there are measurable things corporate executives can
do to attract and keep the best people. He lists four
categories of value propositions which are as follows.

• Test the EVP developed by reviewing it with
both current staff for the internal view and some
potential staff for an external view. Two key aspects
of the EVP should be tested.

Leadership
Studies show that strong leadership is the single
most powerful feature in motivating and keeping
employees He says workers understand that the poor
leadership will impact not only the success of the
company but the quality of environment and their
own ability to build a career. People do care about
the quality of leadership and they also care about the
company’s ability to identify and develop leaders,
including eventually themselves.

(1) That it is effective and it is appealing to target
audience
(2) That it is an accurate representation of the
organisation, its working environment and its
aspirations.
• Prepare for an initial implementation.
-

refine the EVP in the light of testing.

Company

-

Rework with a style that suits the audience.

-

Develop supporting material to support HR
staff and line manager

This encompasses everything about firm, reputation,
values, culture and its contribution to the world
and the community. Employees might be willing
to work longer hours or for less compensation with
stronger corporate values or better reputation. So the
reputation, culture matters a lot.

• Monitor the deployment and efficiency of internal
implementation
- Determine performance indicators and baseline
before undertaking implementation and then
monitor movements
-

Monitor consistency of delivery of EVP across
channels

-

Adjust the deployment as indicated.

• Implement more widely
organisational activities.

throughout

Job
This involves many of the day to day aspects of a
job. How interesting and compelling is the job? Can
employees grow and be fulfilled in their job? Do they
have resources and training to achieve their goals?
In particular how much freedom, autonomy, growth
and challenges do I have in the job that I have been
asked to do? How interesting is the job?

the
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Rewards

their personal circumstances, compare options,
and their chance to take up or stay in positions on
the basis of the best value for them on offer. The
employee’s satisfaction in their working life will
be directly related to their value experience. This
satisfaction is based on the relationship between cost
to the employee - the work to be performed - and
the quality experienced - the total balance of reward
and benefit received as defined by the employee. It is
this balance between cost and quality that will lead to
competitive advantage for the employer in attracting
and retention of quality people

This is what most employees think of when they
think about the
employee compensation (wages
and benefits) but the rewards also include intangibles
such as career prospects, development opportunities
and social contact with co- workers.
For any organisation the challenge is to find the
quality people - people with knowledge, experience,
competencies and values that provide a match for
the roles with the organisation. Each person faces a
different challenge, they look around, think about
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Feature Article

Transformational Leadership :
Anand Milk Union Limited
K K Patra*

''A pioneer of
cooperative
movement, Dr.
Kurien used
his managerial
skills to optimum
level and singlehandedly scripted
a new epoch in the
history of India’s
cooperative
movement. He
made India the
largest milk
producer in the
World.''

ABSTRACT
This article explores the leadership of Dr. Verghese Kurien, the father of the white revolution,
who is acknowledged world wide as the brain behind the success of the largest dairy
development programme by the name of Operation Flood in India, i.e. Anand Milk Union
Limited (AMUL)-The Taste of India. He was reckoned as “Dudhwallah”, the “milk man”,
by developing a brand which is providing global service to the world at large. India’s future
rests squarely in the strength of its leaders and their leadership ability. The backdrop of
growth and change in India, a country with long-standing traditions and an established
reputation in the global marketplace is the environment in which every Indian company
works and builds its strategic business and human relations. This paper has also discusses
the leadership qualities which provides employment to millions of people, generating foreign
exchange for the growing economy, producing import substitutes, contributing to value
addition, and utilizing the vast human and natural resources of the country.
Introduction
“The history of the world is full of men who rose to leadership by sheer force of self confidence,
- Mahatma Gandhi”
bravery and tenacity.

D

r. Verghese Kurien is the great personality who has brought the Dairy Industry
in India flourishing and he is called as the ‘The Father of India’s White
Revolution’. The great AMUL dairy in Gujarat-replicas of which are found in all
States was the brainchild of this Keralite-a noble character. A pioneer of cooperative
movement, Dr. Kurien used his managerial skills to optimum level and singlehandedly scripted a new epoch in the history of India’s cooperative movement. He
made India the largest milk producer in the World. His passion to serve the poor,
commitment, perseverance, and determination saw this Keralite turn milk-scarce
India into a milk exporter. His sustained efforts to bring the benefits of modern
technology and marketing to the ordinary dairy farmer saw India surpass the US
to become the world’s largest producer of milk with an annual growth rate 5-6 per
cent, against the world’s 1 per cent, in the year 1998. Amul is today the largest food
brand in India, with a wide range of products.
Kurien’s leadership in three phases for 26 years, with three principal objectives:
• Making dairying India’s largest self-sustainable rural employment programme
• Bringing India close to self-sufficiency in milk production
• Trebling the nation’s milk production within a span of two-and-a-half decades
to make India the world’s largest milk producer

*Profesor (Finance) and Dean (Administration), Rourkela Institute of Management Studies, Rourkela
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A man with a rare vision, Dr Verghese Kurien
has devoted a lifetime to realizing his dream empowering the farmers, and rural women especially.
At 83, the Father of India’s White Revolution, in his
memoirs titled “I too had a dream,” recounts, in his
characteristic frank and no-nonsense style, how he
shaped the dairy industry in India, which has now
become the largest producer of milk in the world.

Factors Influencing Entrepreneurial Leadership

Literature Review

1. Personal vision: The entrepreneur’s vision is
the driving force and ability to glance behind
leadership. Vision is a short, succinct, and
inspiring statement of what the organization
intends to become and to achieve at some point
in the future, often stated in competitive terms.
An entrepreneur must have vision and mission
to perform his endeavours fruitful. It describes
aspirations for the future, without specifying the
means that will be used to achieve those desired
ends. . It is the image that a business must have of
its goals before it sets out to reach them.

The quality of entrepreneurship existing in any
region determines to a large extent the development
of that region. He is a key man who envisages new
opportunities, new techniques, and new line of
production and coordinates all activities. There are
eight factors influencing entrepreneurial leadership.
They are:

According to Richard Cantillon, a French Banker,
“An entrepreneur is the agent who buys factors of
production at certain prices in order to combine them
into a product with a view to selling it at uncertain
prices in future”
According to J. B. Say, a French Economist, “An
entrepreneur is the economic agent who unites
all means of production-land of one, the labour of
another and the capital of yet another and thus
produces a product. By selling the product in the
market he pays rent of land, wages to labour, interest
on capital and what remains is his profit.”

2. Communication with stakeholders:
The
entrepreneur must relate their vision to
stakeholders through a variety of communication
channels and forums, for example, one-to-one
talks, meetings, formal, presentations, sales
pitches, business plans etc. Communication is
not simply a passing of information; it is a call to
action.

According to Joseph Schumpeter (20th Century
Economist), “The function of entrepreneurs is to
reform or revolutionize the patterns of production. By
exploiting an invention or, more generally, an untried
technological possibility for producing a new commodity
or producing an old one in a new way, by opening up
a new source of supply of materials or a new outlet for
products, by reorganizing an industry and so on.”

3. Organisational culture: An organization’s culture
is the web of rules which defines how it goes about
its tasks. These rules are often unspoken. Culture
is, in a sense,’ the way things are done round
here’. The culture defines what is allowed, and
what is not allowed, for both internal and extern
relationships.

According to Peter Drucker (Management Guru),
“The entrepreneur always searches for change,
responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity.”
According to Deepak. S. Parekh. “A leader does
not need to be an expert. He has to be the captain
of a football team that has talented and expert
professionals. Leadership is not a one-person
phenomenon”. “A leader should be a problem
predictor more than a problem solver. He is a scenario
painter more than a specific planner.”

4. Knowledge and expertise: Entrepreneurs are
experts. This expertise may be in some specialist
technology for example Bill Gates ‘Knowledge of
computing r in the particular of an industry sector.
Expertise provides a bass for leadership in that it
offers authority for decision making.
5. Credibility: Credibility is critical for leadership.
If credibility can be built up, then leadership
becomes easier. Conversely, if an entrepreneur
loses credibility then leadership is likely to be
made more problematic.

According to Azim Premji “The Wipro mantra for
competitiveness is and was “value for money” by
applying thought”. “Successful leaders create leader
under them. Winning organizations have leaders at
every level.”
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6. Performance of the venture: Credibility comes, in
the main from being seen to make decisions which
lead to successful outcomes. This is often an issue
of association rather than causation. Decisions,
not least those made at the higher levels of the
organization, usually lead to a cascade of further
decisions. Causal chains can be hard to trace,
especially when a good deal of latitude for decision
making is allowed to subordinates.

5. Pressure to demonstrate return on investment.
Results
“If Amul has become a
successful brand - if, in the
trade lingo, it enjoys brand
equity - then it is because we
have honored our contract
with consumers for close to
fifty years. If we had failed to do so, then Amul would
have been consigned to the dustbin of history, along with
thousands of other brands. For close to fifty years now,
Amul has honored its contract with the consumer. The
contract that is symbolized by the Amul brand means
quality. It means value for money. It means availability.
And it means service.”

7. Leadership role: The entrepreneur will usually be
the most senior manager in the venture they will
be expected to take on a leadership role merely by
virtue of being an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurship
itself comes as it were, with the option of taking
the position of leader.
8. Desire to lead: The thing which ultimately
underpins leadership is the desire to lead. No-one
can be an effective leader unless they really want to
take on the role of leader. Effective entrepreneurs
recognize this in themselves.

Personal
Vision
Desire
To Lead

Leadership
Role

Entrepreneurial
Leadership

- Dr. Varghese Kurien, Chairman, GCMMF
“Amul hi to swad hai India ka”. India has pioneered in
branding that creates an identity for a product. The
benefits of having a brand associated with quality
products are that it attracts customers. To create a brand,
one needs to create a brand identity. Amul brand is not
built as a product but as a movement to make India
the largest producer of milk in the world. Gujarat
Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF) is
India’s largest food products marketing organisation.
It is a state level apex body of milk cooperatives in
Gujarat which aims to provide remunerative returns
to the farmers and also serve the interest of consumers
by providing quality products which are good value
for money. CRISIL, India’s leading Ratings, Research,
Risk and Policy Advisory company, has assigned its
highest ratings of “AAA/Stable/P1+” to the various
bank facilities of GCMMF.

Communication
With
Stakeholders

Organisational
Culture

Knowledge
And
Expertise

Performance
Of The
Venture
Credibility

Amul’s genesis was linked to the freedom movement
in India. Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, an eminent Indian
freedom fighter encouraged the dairy farmers from
the Kaira district in Gujarat to form a cooperative
to counter the ‘exploitatively’ low prices offered
for their milk by the monopoly milk supplier of
the area, Polson’s Dairy. The dairy farmers met in
Samarkha (Kaira district, Gujarat) on the 4th of
January 1946, and decided to set up a milk producers’
cooperative that would deal directly with the Bombay
government, the final buyer of their milk. This was
the origin of the Anand model. The successful union

Five Trends For Leadership Development (Hermez
& Hughes)
1. Importance of leadership competencies.
2. Globalization/internationalization of leadership
concepts, constructs and development methods.
3. The role of technology for communication with a
geographically diverse workforce.
4. Increasing interest in the integrity and character
of leaders.
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registered itself as the Kaira District Cooperative Milk
Producers’ Union Ltd. (KCMPUL), Anand, in Gujarat
in December 1946. For the last 62 years of Indian
dairy farmers have toiled relentlessly to make India
the largest milk producing nation in the world. They
have invested their blood and sweat in enhancing
milk production as well as productivity in our
country. They have contributed immensely towards
making India, self-reliant in terms of milk and dairy
products. Amul follows a unique business model,
which aims at providing ‘value for money’ products
to its consumers, while protecting the interests of the
milk-producing farmers who are its suppliers as well
as its owners. Despite being a farmers’ co-operative,
Amul has given multinationals a run for their money.

company-specific leadership seminars.
3. Employ external coaches.
4. In the company, develop
leadership seminars.

company-specific

5. Through external consultants, assess employee
leadership skills.
6. Use assessment centers to assess employee
leadership skills.
7. Develop country-specific leadership seminars in
cooperation with business schools.
8. Have senior executives assess employee leadership
skills through action-learning seminars.
9. Develop an internal virtual leadership institute.
10. Develop an internal brick-and-mortar leadership
institute.

Findings
Dr. Kurien’s ten mantras for success:

Conclusion

1. Do things on a large scale, large enough that you
cannot admit to the possibility of failure.

“There is nothing more difficult to carry out, neither
more doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to handle
than to initiate a new order of things.”

2. Ensure that you possess the relevant experience
and skills.

- Machiavelli

3. Call on others when you need them, but on your
own terms.

Transformational leaders are individuals who with
their own knowledge, imaginations and ability to
influence the behaviour of people, make conditions
for transforming so called “soft” variables of
transformational arrangement. Ultimately, the global
economy needs Indian companies to be successful
and develop sustainable leadership competencies
that will support not only Indian business success
but also the global economy. Business needs ideas,
not merely money. Ventures run on just money,
but starved of ideas, would eventually fall prey to
competition and perish. And, if ideas are available in
abundance, business can overcome other handicaps,
including its relative weaker money power,
compared to that of its rivals. With strong leadership
of Dr. Verghese Kurien, India is forging its future
and, in doing so, will forever change the world of
business and work. The success story of the Gujrat
Co-operative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF)
proves this point. AMUL has risen from Indian soil
and it remains Indian in every sense. With roots well
established in the domestic market Amul is all set to
fight in the global arena. With the commitment it has

4. Be clear in what you seek to achieve.
5. Know your market and what it needs- not what
you think it needs.
6. Listen carefully to your consumers.
7. Respect your consumers.
8. Never compromise on quality.
9. Ensure that you and those you work with are
committed to your purpose, ensure that they are
young and energetic, and,
10. Remember, always, that honesty is the only policy
- it will give you enormous strength, and endow
all your works with humility, and listen to the
voice of wisdom from whatever quarter it appears.
Propositions
Following are the various measures which lead to
transform the leadership skill of an entrepreneur.
1. 360-degree feedback.
2. With assistance from external consultants, develop
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shown in the past it will not be too long when Amul
emerges a winner on all fronts. Growth is a critical
to entrepreneurial success. Therefore, the conclusion
is that qualities of transformational leadership make

the essence of transformational management and the
key to successful management of transformational
organizational changes.
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Foreign Direct Investment in India’s Retail
Sanjoy Chakraborty*

''...fear is always
there that opening
the retail to FDI
might ruin the
India’s indigenous
retail sector.
However, we will
now find out that
to what extent our
concern and fear
is justified and
whether such an
act would be really
deleterious to the
Indian economy
or it has a different
tale to tell.''

ABSTRACT
The idea of permitting Foreign Direct investment in the Multi Brand Retailing in India has
led to a tremendous hue & cry across the country of late from various political and economic
sections. It is based on the notion that such a policy would open up the floodgates for the
foreign retailers to invest in India and who would eventually cannibalize the domestic retail
industry and would change the country’s retail landscape forever.
The Foreign Direct Investment in the retail sector of India has remained a highly debatable
issue in the year 2011 and it still remains so. Interestingly, India is the country and the
only country in the world, where top five business houses with market caps running into
trillions are into retail business;hence the issue becomes more thought-provoking, Most
retailers in other countries do not feature even in the top 10 large firms. Also the evidence of
last 20 years of globalization by retailers shows that there was no such case of domination of
foreign retailers wherever the markets for global retailers have opened up. The experiences in
other growing economies have shown that fewer foreign retailers have been successful while
several failed as they could not comprehend the local nuances, customer insights and failed
to survive from the local competition. In fact, it has been seen that in many countries, the
local retailers have better market shares, sizes and performances. So the objections and the
reasons that are being raised by the opposing sections seem to be fragile and feeble.
In India, currently the government allows FDI up to 100 per cent only in the Single Brand
Retailing under the government approval route but there is a restriction in case of the Multi
Brand Retailing in the country till now. However, the Government of India is willing to
allow FDI in the Multi Brand Retailing. Now let us plunge deep into the issue and let us
find out what sort of consequences it may bring in once the government allows FDI in the
Multi Brand Retailing.
Introduction

G

lobalisation has been the buzzword for India Incover the last two decades. One
of the striking developments during this period is the spectacular rise in the
growth of FDI in the global economic landscape. India enjoyed the second highest
growth in FDI inflows in the world during 2011-12, which eventually generated
over two lakh jobs across the country. The statistics reflects international investors’
robust confidence in India’s growth story, thus ensuring that the country sustains
its global sheen. However, the Indian government has kept certain domestic sectors
out of the purview of the FDI in order to protect them from foreign competition
and one such sector is Multi Brand Retailing, where allowing FDI has recently
generated a lot of uproar.
*Senior Analyst-Team Head, Mjunction Services Ltd. Kolkata
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Present Scenario of the Retail Sector of India’.

People are scared that the opening up of the multi
brand retail of India to FDI might lead to large-scale
job losses. The international experiences in some
cases have shown that the supermarkets invariably
displace small retailers. Small retail has virtually been
wiped out in developed countries like the USA and in
many countries of Europe. South East Asian countries
had to impose stringent zoning and licensing
regulations to restrict growth of supermarkets after
small retailers were getting displaced. India has the
highest shopping density in the world with 11 shops
per 1,000 people. It has 1.2 crore shops employing
over 4 crore people; 95% of these are small shops run
by self-employed people.

Like all other economies, the retail sector is also one
of the most crucial and extremely potential sectors
of the India economy. As of now, the retail sector in
India accounts for approximately 33 to 35 per cent of
the country’s GDP with 46 per cent growth rate in the
last three years. The Indian retail market is one of the
top five retail markets in the world and employs 7 per
cent of the total Indian workforce.
The retail industry is mainly divided into Organised
Retailing and Unorganised Retailing. The Organised
retailing refers to trading activities undertaken by
licensed retailers, that is, those who are registered
for sales tax, income tax, etc. These include the
corporate-backed hypermarkets and retail chains,
and also the privately owned large retail businesses
like Westside, Tanishq, Croma, Shoppers Stop,
Lifestyle, Pantaloons, Reliance world, Max and many
more. The Unorganised retailing, on the other hand,
refers to the traditional formats of low-cost retailing,
for example, the local kiranashops, owner manned
general stores, paan / beedi shops, convenience
stores, hand cart and pavement vendors, etc.The
Indian retail sector is highly fragmented with 97 per
cent of its business being run by the unorganized
retailers. The organized retail however is at a very
nascent stage, which accounts for only 2 to 3 per cent.

Now with the opening up of the retail market, the
international giants will set up their shops throughout
the country. The global retail giants will resort to
predatory pricing to create monopoly/oligopoly.
This can result in essentials, including food supplies,
being controlled by foreign organizations. So a fear is
always there that opening the retail to FDI might ruin
the India’s indigenous retail sector. However, we will
now find out that to what extent our concern and fear
is justified and whether such an act would be really
deleterious to the Indian economy or it has a different
tale to tell. Let us now delve deep into the issue and
analyze.

There are three different forms through which the retail trade is carried out in India
Mpno/Exclusive/Single
Brand Retail Shops

Multi Brand Retail Shop:

Convergence Retail Outlets

Exclusive showrooms either
owned or franchised out by
the manufacturer. A complete
range of all the products
manufactured by the said
manufacturer under one
brand name.

In these kinds of stores,
almost all brands are available
for a single product type.
The customer has a
very wide choice for the
kind of product he is willing
to buy.

These kinds of products
have almost all kinds of
products required by a
consumer in them.

The focus is on the brand
name.

The focus is on the nature
of the product.

The focus is on the diverse
consumer needs.

Eg.: Exclusive showroom
/franchise outlets of Nike,
Samsung, Nokia, etc.

Eg.: Max Shoppers Stop,
Croma, etc.
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Eg.: Big Bazaar, In &
Out, Subhiksha, Grand
India Bazaar, etc.
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Top 60 Global retailers present in China & India
SI. No. Retail Sales

Company

Country of origin No. of countries China

India

1

1

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc

USA

16

Y

V

2

2

Carrefour S.A,

France

36

Y

N

3

3

Metro AG

Germany

33

Y

Y

4

4

Tesco pic

UK

13

N

Y

5

15

Groupe & Auchan S.A.

France

14

Y

N

6

16

Seven & I Holdings Co.

Japan

18

Y

N

7

17

Best Buy Co. Inc

USA

15

Y

N

8

18

Aeon Co. Ltd

Japan

9

Y

N

9

30

The IKEA Group

Sweden

38

Y

N

10

44

PPR S.A.

France

84

Y

Y

11

48

Alimentation Couche-Tard

Canada

q

Y

N

12

50

Inditex S.A.

Spain

74

Y

Y

13

52

Kingfisher pic

UK

8

Y

N

14

53

Marks & Spencer

UK

39

Y

Y

15

55

AS Watson & Co. Ltd

Hong Kong SAR

34

Y

N

16

57

Staples Inc

USA

23

Y

Y

17

60

GroupeAdeo SA

France

9

Y

N

Source: Store Magazine, K= Yes, /V= No

retailing in India in a significant way. The market is
still fragmented dominated by small shops.

The above table shows that almost all the big retail
brands have their operations in China while India
lags far behind with only a few of them getting the
passport to open up their shops across the country.

No doubt it is a real big retail market with over USD
400 billion in 2010 growing at 10 per cent each year
but 90 per cent of it is unorganized or small mom
and pop shops selling to end customers. The highly
diverse nature of Indian customer favoursthe local
retailers to succeed.Moreover, 70% of India is still
rural lacking proper infrastructure to facilitate retail
development The top cities are overcrowded lacking
shopping centres, high street and mall spaces for
organized retailing to take shape.New urban areas
are coming up in cities without proper planning to
create adequate space for shopping. The suppliers
and manufactures help in ensuring that retailing
remain fragmented as this ensures the bargaining
power with them rather than with retailers as has
been case with dominant retailers (Wal-Mart, Tesco,
Carrefour, Best Buy and others).

Analyzing the Changing Indian Retail Landscape
Modern Retailing has seen a significant growth in the
past few years with large scale investments made by
Indian corporate houses primarily in the Food and
Grocery retailing in a bid to capture the large potential
of the USD 400 billion market. The foreign apparel
brands including luxury brands have set up shops
in India through Franchisee/Joint Venture route and
have expanded rapidly in the last few years. Multibrand retailing is being opened for foreign investment.
For global retailers who have not been seeing large
organic growth, India provides a lucrative market for
them to grow their top-line and profitability. Some
global retailers are currently operating in India in
the cash and carry (wholesale) format Few retailers
have been designing plans to start their Cash & Carry
business to have a market presence and create brand
awareness. Indian retail landscape has changed since
2004 since the time world woke up to the potential of

The big corporates taking advantage of retail
regulation in 2003 (not allowing FDI) invested billions
of dollars and today the scenario is quite different.
All the large corporate Tatas, Reliance, Aditya Birla,
Biyani’s, Raheja’s, Essar, and many more have setup
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Building the Rationale for FDI in the Retail Sector of
India

their retail formats in each of the major categories and
the share of organized retail has grown significantly
in top 15 cities of the country in the last five years.
The growth rate of organized retailers is over 4050% per annum compared to overall growth of 10%
in retailing. Even though each of these corporations
has set up a scalable model after trial and error, many
of them are still struggling to find a sustainable,
scalable and profitable business model. Casualties
like Subhiskha and Vishal Mega mart and many other
retailers could not sustain due to the gear change in
their businesses because of growth. Many of these
had financed projects through heavy debts and found
tough to service them in the regimes of high interest
rates and in the periods of economic slowdowns.

FDI in the retail sector can bring various benefits for
the country, such as
•

Improvement in the supply chain infrastructure
by bringing in technicalknow-how and
capital:FDI can be a powerful catalyst to
spurcompetition in the retail industry. It
canbring about an improvement in the supply
chain infrastructure, investment in technology,
up-gradation in agriculture, manpower and
skill development and may also lead to an
improvement in the overall productivity.

•

Improvement in farmer income through the
removal of structuralinefficiencies : Farmers were
found to benefitsignificantly from the option of
directsales to organized retailers. Forinstance,
the profit realization for farmers selling directly
to the organized retailers is expected to be much
higher than that received from selling in the
mandis.

•

Benefits to customers in the form of better quality
of products and lower prices; Past trends indicate
that by and large consumers have benefited from
organized retail in the domestic market

Limitations of the Present set-up in India
Infrastructure
There has been a lack of investment in the logistics
of the retail chain, leading to an inefficient market
mechanism. India has a very limited integrated coldchain infrastructure, with only 5,386 stand-alone cold
storages, having a total capacity of 23.6 million MT,
80 percent of which is used only for potatoes. Thus,
lack of adequate storage facilities have caused heavy
losses tofarmers over the years in terms of wastage in
quality and quantity of produce. As per some industry
estimates - 25 to 30 percent of fruits and vegetables
and 5 to 7 percent of food grains in India are found
to be wasted. Though FDI is permitted in cold-chain
to the extent of 100 percent, through the automatic
route; but in the absence of FDI in retailing, the flow
of FDI to the sector has not been significant.

Current FDI Policy in respect to the Retail Sector of
India
Keeping in mind the “welfare” motive, the Indian
government has kept the retail sector closed for the
foreign investors in order to protect the interest of the
15 million small retail store-owners.
Currently, the foreign investors can
investments as per the following guidelines

Intermediaries dominate the value chain
At present in India, due to a number of intermediaries
involved in the chain, the norms are flouted and
pricing lacks transparency. According to some reports,
Indian farmers realize that only l/3rd of the total
price paid by the final consumer as against 2/3rd by
farmers in nations with a higher share of organized
retail. According to a study commissioned by the
World Bank, an Indian farmer receives around 1215 per cent of the price the consumer pays at a retail
outlet for a typical horticulture product.
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make

1.

FDI up to 100 per cent for cash and carry
wholesale trading and export trading allowed
under the automatic route.

2.

FDI up to 51 per cent with prior Government
approval for retail trade of “Single Brand”
products (now 100 per cent is allowed vide
notification dated Jan 11, 2012)

3.

FDI is not permitted in Multi Brand Retailing in
India.
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Present entrance routes for the Foreign Investors

Franchise Agreement

• III this1 kind of ’arrangement, foreign1 brands give exclusive
licenses’and/distribution rights to Indian companies. Through
these rights, fndian companies 1 can .sell it through, their own
stores or’enter, into shop-in-shop arrangements or distribute
the brands to franchises.

Cash & carry Wholesale
Agreement

• Domino’s, Nike & Lacoste have entered the’lndian market
through this route.

Strategic Licensing
Agreement

• Metro AG of Germany the first significant global player to enter
India through thjs route.

Manufacturing & Wholly- • Reebok & Woodland have subsidiaries in India who .
manufacture the products with these brand names.
owned Subsidiary

An initiative taken by the Indian Govt. to allow FDI
in Multi Brand Retail

The Bill for allowing FDI in Retail has the following
important drivers

The government led by Dr. Manmohan Singh
announced the following bill consisting of prospective
reforms in the retail sector of India at the beginning of
this year. The reforms are as follows:

1.

The retailers (both single brand and multi brand)
will have to source at least 30 per cent of their
goods from small and medium sized Indian
suppliers.

1.

India will allow FDI up to 51 per cent in multi
brand sector in the future.

2.

2.

The single brand retailers such as Apple, Ikea can
own 100 per cent of their Indian stores, up from
the previous cap of 51 per cent. This is has been
allowed since (Jan 11, 2012).

All retail stores can open up their operations
in the cities or towns having population over
1 million. Out of approximately 7,935 cities
and towns in India, 55 cities/towns satisfy such
criteria.

3.

Multi-brand retailers must bring in a minimum
investment of USD 100 millions. Out of this, half
of the amount must be invested in the backend infrastructure facilities such as cold chains,
refrigeration, transportation, packing, sorting
and processing in order to reduce the post
harvest losses and bring the remunerative prices
to the farmers.

However, the first point lead to a tremendous
furor by certain political sections of the country
as a result the Government of India had no
other option but to press a pause button for the
time being for their initiative of allowing FDI
up to 51% in the multi brand retail sector of the
country. This point is discussed in details below.
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4.

have some presence in India in various ways and
are furthering their expansion plan through their
Indian retail partners. In India, no foreign retailers
would be investing in the backend operation other
than the food and grocery and in categories where
the retailers either manufacture or import their own
merchandise like in case of Apparels. Other than
these products, most of the products sold by retailers
(FMCG) are manufactured in India and distributed in
a seamless way. For example in consumer electronics
and mobile phones industry; all the key brands like
Nokia, Samsung, LG and Whirlpool, Hitachi, Sony
and others have invested heavily and developed
capabilities in the supply chain to serve the market
demand in an efficient way so that they can replenish
their orders within 24 hours in top 20 cities due to
fragmented nature of markets. The same is the case
with other FMCG brands manufacturers like P&G,
Unilever, ITC, Tata, etc.

The opening of retail competition (policy)
will be within the parameter of state laws and
regulations.

The Objections against the Bill from different sections
There have been a lot of objections raised by the
opposition parties and public at a large, as result of
which the said bill has been kept on hold.
People countered against the bill with a number of
counter arguments. They are as follows
1.

Current independent small stores will be
compelled to close, leading to massive job losses.
The operations in big stores like Wal-Mart are
highly automated and employ less work-force,
thus it will hurt the employment in a big way.

2.

The big players can adopt the penetrative pricing
strategy that is they can afford to lower their
prices in the initial stages in order to knock out
the competition and become a monopolist and
later on raise the prices. The protesters cited
instances like that happened earlier in 1990’s in
case of soft drinks - The eviction of Campa Cola
from the Indian market by Pepsi and Coke.

3.

They argued that India doesn’t need foreign
retailers, since homegrown companies and
traditional markets will be able to do the job.

4.

Just like in BPO industry, work will be done
by the Indians but the profits will go to the
foreigners.

Based on the experience elsewhere of the MultiNational Retailers, they have been very cautious and
have long term approach to the market. They will
first try to understand the market before investing
a single dollar not only in terms of attractiveness
based on micro economic data but also based on
the changing consumer demographics as they have
realisedfrom their experience that international
expansion especially in an emerging market; that a
slow and steady approach is a prudent way to enter
market rather than carpet bombing.
The opening of FDI in the multi brand retail would
allow the existing organized retailers to have joint
ventures with many global players to bring different
retail formats to the market similar to what has
happened in the Middle Eastern countries. In Middle
East, it was the local corporates who have brought
the foreign players rather than the other way round
using licensing, franchise or joint venture route.

However, the Indian government so far has been
unable to build a consensus on this sensitive issue
and still the bill stays on hold.
But what the New FDI Policy in Multi-Brand
Retailing would have done..?
As per the policy makers, the FDI in multi brand retail
would have brought world class retail know-hows
and best practices, shopping experience, foreign
capital, generate huge employment, investment in
supply chain and backend operation mainly in food
and grocery segment

Views
The move will in all likelihood lead to an increase
in the FDI flow in the sector. Already, global retail
majors such as Wal-Mart and Carrefour have evinced
keen interest in the Indian retail market. Now let us
see and analyse that how Indian economy overall can
benefit out of this.

The new FDI policy was designed to attract the
large Food and Grocery and Hypermarket retailers
like Wal-Mart, Carrefour and Tesco who already
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Calibrated opening up of the sector

(such as the US) where the retail sector is largely
organised and significantly developed, however
their farming community is still supported by the
government through direct income support in
various forms including subsidies. Thus, even if there
is an improvement in the farm income, they will still
need to be supported by the government

Keeping in view various factors such as political
situation and resistance from the trade associations,
the government may choose to open up the sector
with limitedforeign equity ownership. In addition,
there may be a few riders wherein the entitiesmay
have to fulfill certain requirements such as minimum
investments in the back-end infrastructure, caps on
scale, working on some sort of arrangement with
local ‘kirana’ stores, etc.
Improvement
infrastructure

in

the

overall

supply

Employment:
In China, the employment in both retail and
wholesale trade increased from 4 percent in 1992 to
about 7 percent in 2001 post the opening up of the
retail sectorlO. In absolute terms, it translated in an
increase from 28 million people to 54 million during
the same period. India’s economy is also in a growth
phase and will see both organized and unorganized
retail sector growing along with other allied sectors.
The increase in organised retail will also see a lead to
newer employment opportunities both directly and
indirectly. Further, the entry of foreign players can
also lead to skill development.

chain

Rise in the organized retail whether domestic
or through entry of foreign players will lead to
an increase in investments in both forward and
backward infrastructure such as cold chain and
storage infrastructure, warehousing and distribution
channels thereby leading to improvement inthe
supply chain infrastructure in the longrun. Also,
global majors such as Wal-Mart, Carrefour and
Tesco are expected to bring a global scale in their
negotiations with the MNCs such as Unilever, Nestle,
P&G, Pepsi, Coke, etc.

Emergence of newer business models
Although, the permit to set up multi-brand retail
outlets may provide competition to existing organised
retail stores and kiranastores, it will still not lead to
complete replacement of such kirana stores. The value
proposition of the kirana stores - the convenience of
location, credit, home delivery, years of established
relationship, etc. - will be difficult to replicate even
by thelarge retail chains. On the contrary, there is
a possibility of new progressed business models
emerging wherein the large retailchains may enter
into some sort of an arrangement with the local
kirana stores rather than setting up their own large
distribution networks at the outset which will be a
challenge in itself.

Agricultural supply chain
There has been a considerable talk on how organised
retail will contribute to the supply chain of agricultural
produce as this vertical is challenging to manage,
relative to other verticals such as merchandising,
consumer goods, etc. Even domestic players such as
Reliance and pantaloon are have found it difficult
to manage. They may set up adirect linkage with
farmers to start with;however managing the same on
an end-toendbasis is a difficult task as has been the
experience of domestic retail majors. The agricultural
vertical has proved to be a weak link for the domestic
organised retail thus far.

Conclusion

Farm income

To conclude, the opening up of the multibrandretail
sector to the foreign players will be a step in the
right direction as this could bring about a number of
benefits in terms of improved infrastructure, efficient
processes, employment generation opportunities
and better experience for Indian consumers in the
long-run. It may also urge the Indian players both in
organized and unorganized formats to re-think their

The improved cold chain and storage infrastructure
will no doubt lead to a reduction in losses of
agriculture produce. It may also lead to removal of
intermediaries in the retail value chain and curtail
other inefficiencies. However, will this actually result
in higher income for a farmer remainsto be seen.
There are still instances in the developed markets
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business plans to become more efficient and remain
competitive. For foreign players entering India, they
may have to adopt a business model which is more
conducive to the local business environment as India
is a price sensitive market and has its own set of
dynamics when compared to other markets worldwide.

Hence, opening up of the Multi Brand Retail sector
to the Foreign Direct Investment is indeed a good
proposition and the Indian Government must take
initiative to make it into a success.
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Communication & Leadership :
Challenges in Large Organizations
Shoeb Ahmed*

''...PSUs in India
have successfully
transitioned
and established
themselves in the
new economic
environment
in the last two
decades.
While some of
the successes
have been by
virtue of the brute
force of their
size, many others
have engineered
excellent
turnaround from
within their
bureaucratic frame
work. '''

ABSTRACT
Public Sector Undertakings in India have seen some of the most remarkable changes and
turnaround stories in the history of corporate India. The reasons for the same are easy to arrive
at. They were founded at a time when more than their profitability contribution to nation
building was a measure of their success. However, with changing times all of a sudden they
found themselves competing with the agile and nimble footed organisations in the private
sector for market share as well as revenues. While some could not survive this onslaught of
competition there were others who successfully re-engineered their management practices
to remain the leaders in their respective business and sector. The article serves the purpose
of providing an insight into different leadership styles and strategies in tackling the change
process and lists out some of the critical elements necessary for leading transformational
change initiative
Foreword

T

he Indian socialist model of development, envisioned and to a large extent
very effectively developed during the first few decades of the country’s
existence gives the Indian economy one of its very distinctive economic features
- The Indian PSU behemoths. The PSUs dominate the core sectors in the Indian
economy in Oil, Steel, Banking & Financial services, Power, Mining and many more
such industrial segments. Run in characteristic bureaucratic style, which generally
typifies not just government institutions but also most large multinational, many
of these PSUs in India have successfully transitioned and established themselves
in the new economic environment in the last two decades. They have not just
competed against new, more agile and leaner private players and multinationals
but established themselves as leaders in their own industry groups. While some of
the successes have been by virtue of the brute force of their size, many others have
engineered excellent turnaround from within their bureaucratic frame work.
Communication and Transformational leadership
Having been on the inside of one such organization, my experience tells that the
challenges of corporate renewal in large bureaucratic organizations are daunting
to say the least. Providing transformational leadership and building excellent two
way communications at all levels, the critical elements for strategic renewal, are a
challenge in all organizations and for organizations built on bureaucratic structure
and large in size, like most PSUs, the more difficult it becomes.

*Former Director (Commercial), SAIL, New Delhi.
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Organizations in need of a renewal need a strong
leader who can communicate renewal plans and
energises the workforce to execute them. Bureaucratic
organizations tend to groom leaders who, more
often than not, believe in the mechanism of fear, or
administrative action, a style not very conducive to
bringing about revitalization and change. On the other
hand rigid organizational structure and hierarchies,
by design inhibit two way communications making it
difficult to bring a new organizational vision aligned
to the needs & imperatives of the new business
environment.

conceived are put into execution. For both, motivation
to be built and strategies to be effective, communication
is the most important tool. Strategies must be
communicated effectively and comprehensively up
and down the organization. Strategies that are kept
secret from shareholders will not add to shareholders’
future value expectations. Strategies that are kept
secret from employees are unlikely to motivate
them. Moreover, Strategies, risks, and renewal efforts
should be disclosed appropriately. Hence timing the
communication is of great importance.
Communication design and strategies for Large
organizations

Leading through fear, especially in turnaround
situations, is often a strategy that has been employed
by leaders across the world. As a matter of fact, a
number of turnaround leaders have been known
to lead initially through fear, and this happens not
only in bureaucratic organizations but even in other
structures. Usually the idea is to create movement
within the organization to kick it out of inertia so
that it can be revitalized. And while there have been
success with this style of transformational leadership,
all too often headstrong CEO, chairman, and or a lead
director possessed with the wrong vision or strategy
destroys an organization even though the movement
created within the organization and initial success
bring about an illusion of progress being made. It has
to be realized that creating movement may at best
work in the initial stages of a turnaround. Usually, the
initial stage would last for a period of 2-3 months and
if it extends beyond this period, it means that success
is elusive and wrong fixes are being employed. A
comprehensive revitalization, which is what was
required for PSUs to turnaround in the competitive
business environment calls for genuine motivation
across various levels to sustain the progress and
hence, it may be noted that motivation cannot be
achieved by fear.

Experiences across the corporate world has shown
that larger the organization, the more difficult it
is for people within it to communicate effectively
with each other. These difficulties arise not only
from the physical dispersion, as large numbers
of people are involved and the trend towards
compartmentalization, a predominance of functional
specialists, a rule by policy and procedures instead
of a shared vision as also from complex personal
factors. In order to overcome them, management
needs to recognize the unique, dynamic qualities
of each communications situation. Each problem
requires careful analysis, in an effort to find a solution
appropriate to the particular situation, rather than
reliance on a general, non-specific communications
system. Moreover, diffusion of the message across
the organization may take a very long time making
the communication ineffective in terms of timing.
These make communication issues more obtuse as no
standard fixes can be applied.
It is generally believed, and appropriately so that
employee communication is important not just in
holding the company together during difficulty
but also in motivating them later as successes start
coming. The primary purpose of the communication
is to bring about participation so as to uniformly
diffuse the profit performance motivation among as
many people as possible. There must be considerable
diffusion from the level of the CEO to the rank and
file. Middle and operating managers have far greater
role in bringing about turnaround than is commonly
believed. It is, therefore, important that they are
aligned and motivated to be part of the turnaround
vision for the same to be achieved .

However, It is seen very often, that leaders, seeing
initial success with a mechanism of fear, continue
with the same style of management beyond the
initial stage and all progress made tends to get lost
very quickly. It is this line between initial success and
sustained progress that communication plays the
most important role in transformational leadership.
The movement created through fear has quickly to
be transformed into motivation so that the strategies
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are visible signs of outreach. This goes a long way in
taking the pulse of the organization. They enable an
early warning system alerting management to matters
potentially critical to the turnaround before these
matters become over blown or out of control. Listening
sessions generate questions and issues that senior
management should have a visible and personal role
in answering and explaining. Used correctly, executive
communication is a powerful catalyst to build support
and accelerate organizational change.

The following milestones have been effectively used
in many organizations to bring about visible and
effective change.
a) Minimise the dependence on existing structures
In highly structured organization forms, which
is very typical in a large PSU, structure becomes
the biggest barrier in communication and hence
aligning the middle and operating managers with the
employees at large to the vision is a challenge in itself.
The communication design therefore, has to break
the structure barrier and appeal directly to the rank
and file. The form of communication that works best
in the initial stages is not of the fancy type but the
old fashioned face to face meeting to communicate
the imperative to change. While it is straightforward
to the leverage of existing corporate communications
channels, it opens up the flow of conversation to
other channels as well to reinforce the dedication and
focus of the leadership team.

(d) Reach out to key contributors & opinion leaders
Informal organizational communications typically
flow in a “hub and spoke” configuration. “Hubs”
are most often key contributors and opinion leaders.
High touch communications targeting the hubs is an
efficient way to make wide ranging organizational
communications work effectively and rapidly. The
key task here is to identify the internal opinion
leaders and then to create with them a “buy-in”
for the new organizational vision. Both formal and
informal channel can be used to create the “buy-in”.
A dinner meeting at the young manager’s conference
or a lunch break chats during a Union-Management
meeting can also achieve this objective as much as
a formal communication exercise with frontline
managers.

b) Shed existing methods
It is also important to shed existing ways to
communicate as many a time, the modes in use
may have lost their relevance by becoming staid
and routine. For example, people may have stopped
reading the in house journal and focusing your
message in such medium may be a lot of effort for
a lost cause. Hence, it is important to innovate with
regard to the medium. A high visibility wall paper
from the CEO at periodic interval may work if it
attracts attentions and generates a buzz. This medium
was successfully employed with the PSU I worked
for in the late 90s and early 2000. Ten years later, the
same fix may not work as the medium may have lost
its relevance and become a routine. It may now, be a
good idea to use the social networking platform or a
video clip of the CEOs on the mobile to communicate
with the organization. The whole idea is to ensure a
novelty in the medium so that it attracts attention and
generates interest. The key thing to avoid as regards
the mode of communication are standard bureaucratic
ways of policy documents, memos etc as they only
reinforce the idea that no change is in the offing.

(e) Equip front line managers
Equip front line management to represent the
company to employees. Front line management must
speak often and convincingly. And to leave them
out or put them aside is a strategic blunder. At the
helm of affairs, in the corporate communications
setup when we implemented a major organizational
restructuring in the late 90s to bring about greater
customer and product focus, we ensured that each
and every frontline executive was covered under the
communication exercise. The HR team was closely
associated with the communication design and
delivery which was through face to face sessions
where a senior HR manager would explain the key
strategic levers to the frontline executive. Uniform
diffusion was ensured bringing an alignment of
objectives and a major restructuring exercise was
implemented with great results despite a lot of
initial resistance from employees as well as frontline
managers.

c) Take the organisation’s pulse
Listening sessions conducted within the workforce
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(f) Senior Management to be part of the process

by increased transparency of issues and discussions
with the employees about the situation within the
company. An effective communications plan is
essential in keeping the employees engaged. For the
management which is leading this transformation,
It is important to have a communications plan that
connects with all employees and stakeholders. For
each phase of the change, there are messages that
the senior team needs to collectively craft, and
repeatedly deliver both internally and externally.
The message and its consistency are essential for
management credibility. A high level of credibility
is a critical success factor in transformational
leadership and hence, it is important to be straight,
clear and consistent in communication. Experience
gained over the year in transformation has also
taught that transformation is not achieved by
instilling fear of failure but by building confidence
for success. No matter what kind of grooming one
may have had about leadership styles in bureaucratic
organizations, good leadership is always one which
is based on the principle of people centric ideas of
motivation, involvement & initiative. All these traits
have communication at its core.

Keep senior management in the loop. Talking points
should be constructed to ensure that messaging
aligns with the new mission. Senior management
speaks up and down within the internal, domestic
organization as well as internationally, with customers
and suppliers, and other stakeholders. It is important
that they speak with the same passion and purpose to
both internal and external stakeholders.
(g) Avoid Media Scrutiny and keep an open channel
with them
Large organizations, especially governments owned
and in turnaround phase are often under intense
media scrutiny. It is very important that when this
exercises is going on , adverse media reports are
avoided as they can dampen internal motivation and
at the same time adversely affect interest of external
stakeholders. The best solution for this is usually
very simple – accessibility. The worst case scenario is
where media speculates. Providing the media close
access to CEO and key top managers helps the media
to overcome the tendency to speculate and helps
you to feed the media the right information. Used
effectively, it can become an excellent channel for
communication of strategies and successes even to
internal stakeholders.

Managers may well learn to imbibe these traits
and skills and it will sure bring about in them also
a transformation from being a manager to a leader.
This, naturally will catapult them in line for greater
role in the organization.

Conclusion
An effective corporate renewal strategy will be marked
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Mission Day Performance
P K Mishra* & S K Das**

''...with or without
any significant
change in the
resources of
production,
overwhelming
production is
recorded on these
DIFFICULT days
or MISION
days... ''

ABSTRACT
The authors in this article reflect on their experience of getting higher levels of production on
days made difficult due to severe shortage of manpower on account of strike called by one of
the rival unions. Despite attendance being severely affected on all these days the production
performance was at its peak. They bill these days as mission days and an opportunity to gauge
production capability. They dig further into the reasons behind these surprise performances
in terms of – mission to achieve, more freedom, boatman and pundit syndrome, third umpire
effect, counting heads instead of hands, and importance of having ends in mind.
Introduction

W

henever a long cherished idea is challenged, it creates uproar in the society.
When the sun center theory was put forth against the earth center theory,
the people went berserk. It was not only an attack on their belief but might be a
severe blow to their religious and social faith. Harbinger of this new idea strived
and succeeded in establishing what truth is.
Come to the case of integrated steel plants in India, an outcome of concept turned
reality of pragmatic socialism of Pt.Jawaharlal Nehru. There is hardly any man
disagreeing to the fact that after two hundred years of colonial rule, the integrated
steel plant gave India a hard launching pad for a smooth take off in its progress
mission. A production unit emerging out, more of social cause than a profit at the
behest of dignified political leader undoubtedly makes the ground ready for the
germination of political thoughts and movements.
Bengal who was a forerunner in the independence movement, continued to be
effervescent with political activities in the budding days of independent India.
Partition of Bengal resulted in the worst genocide the world had ever seen as a
single socio- political event. Mass cross border exodus of people seriously affected
the economy of Bengal. A generation of educated young Bengalis living a life of
squalor and deprivation became the easy target of extremist politics.
The then chief minister of West Bengal, Dr.B. C. Roy, by his political clout and
nearness to Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru could divert a significant chunk of investment
towards the infrastructure industry in Bengal. Result is Durgapur Steel Plant, Alloy
Steels Plant and likes.
But these integrated steel plants, which created massive employment opportunity
as they were more of social obligation, turns out to be very lucrative ring for political
activists to wrest out their strength and influence. In this tirade, the political party
in the command of state always had a say and edge.
*Executive Director, Alloy Steel Plant, SAIL, Durgapur
**Dy. Gen. Manager (M) CO & CC, Durgapur Steel Plant, SAIL, Durgapur
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better control over them. The present spree of global
acquisition by steel majors like Arcelor Mittal or Tata
Corus is the depiction of same so that they can exercise
their complete control over the resources and can
dictate their terms as and when over the belittled steel
producers. So when it comes to SAIL or any of its unit,
it is prudent to reap the benefit of its large and nonexhaustive work force with unfathomable pool of skill.

So in the initial days while Congress backed INTUC,
Union was in prominence, the latter years saw an
increasing strength and influence of CPIM backed
CITU Union and a waning INTUC and of late after
the tumultuous victory of Trinamul Congress it was
INTTUC.
But surprisingly enough, in all the period, the warring
unions were never at strong disparity strength wise.
As a result unlike in other steel plants, here in this
part of the country, there had never been an occasion
where decision could be taken as a smooth stride. All
the decisions were ping-ponged between the warring
unions before there acceptance and management had
to struggle a lot to enforce it. Instances were made
when one union declined to accept some decision
merely because the other had accepted.

Production and Productive Work Force
It is not quite utopian that embarking on this single
most means of production – the work force - a
breakthrough performance can be achieved. But it is
an enormous task to converge this highly polarized
work force to a single most focus of productiongrowth-sustenance. So to conduct an objective study
on production of STEEL MELTING SHOP, work
force is considered as a dependent variable. Work
force here is considered as a function of political flux
where field density and domain are criss-crossed by
influence of different political parties through their
trade union wing.

These
excessive
interventions
were
like
unscrupulously placed road bumps to curb the speed
of progress of the plant. But whatever may be the
effect, the situation opened up a big domain for the
analysts to study the politicization of the steel force in
this part of the country.
Coming to the resources of production, whether
it is raw material or machines or technology or the
manpower, these steel plants are always at par with
other plants if not ahead. But the history of repetitive
fiscal in red is not in conformity with their opulence
resource wise.

Marxist trade union movement
With the advent of Marxist in the helm of affairs of
state, industrial strike has taken an upward swing.
Marxist had the tradition of strike dates back to the
time when they were organizing class struggle being
away from the power. Back in power they gave it the
reinforcement of state machinery. Indian Marxist,
may it be elite leaders, went into media quoting that
CPM believe that strike is the last option left to worker
to enforce its demand. Question obviously comes
whether it is so meaningful in organized sector like
SAIL. Forum is open for the debate. Controversy apart,
fact remains that STRIKE happens or made to happen.

Product mix being always projected as a reason
behind the loss but the volume had never been
that encouraging. Had there been volume, it would
have swayed all those adversities. When technology
and skill are both at its level best then what else can
disturb us so grimly.
Under the backdrop of this politicized steel force, an
objective study of production of steel mill is conducted.
Steel plants though undergone major technological
turn around but still remains a labor-intensive
manufacturing sector. Fact remains that SAIL in India is
second only to Indian Railways employment wise. So
as a SAIL unit, nothing on production can be envisaged
shutting its vast work force out. Rather it has to be of
prime consideration while analyzing various facets of
production. It is more because all the other means of
production are gradually becoming scarce and there
is a mad race between major steel producers to have

So when it is the turn of ruling party’s strike, is flanked
by generous patronage of party in power . The union
of opposite political faith, other than in state run
establishments, has so far tried their best to make it
null and void in effect.
Performance of Steel Melting Shop on Strike Days
or Better Call on Mission Days
Our long kept ideas get a severe jolt when a close look
is given to the performance of the STEEL MELTING
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SHOP on these so called DIFFICULT DAYS no wonder
to call them the MISSION day as the performance
and performers speak of it. Had the graphs been live,
certainly they would have come off the paper to give
an indicative smile to us all.

Strike day production 12/11/07
Date

It really opens up an interesting chapter that
when people are breaking their head with all
latest management tools and hired management
intelligencia to ward off dismal performance, then
with or without any significant change in the
resources of production, overwhelming production is
recorded on these DIFFICULT days or MISION days
whatever we call. Why not call them the milestone
days because on these days with least cost on labor
maximum volume of production was reported.
Following are the recorded history of some
DIFFICULT DAYS of recent past. Who will disagree
that facts are stranger than the fiction. Are the Sharp
points not a real surprise? Of course it is.
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remain in the penumbral shadow of answer to this
question.

Trend of production during difficult days
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Objective of analysis is to find out magic power of
this super performance and to replicate it in the daily
performance.
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We were talking about the Paradigm Shift. No
problem can be solved if we remain in the same state
when the problem is created. We have to analyze
this milestone performance under the microscope
of the very concept of production and production
capability. Performance of MISSION day- a system to
gauge capability
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Mission to Achieve

Strike day production 20/08/08
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Ask Sir, Edmund Hillary or any of the Himalayan
hikers about the driving force that made them brave
through the extreme odds of Himalayas. People are
ready to stake their life not for any materialistic gain.
They confront failure and even death to achieve their
mission – to reach the Summit. It is not a treasure
hunt. It is not Vascodagama leaving out in expedition
for a new sea route to India for business. Here only
thing is that their adventurous self could not resist
the temptation of winning the summit. Our soldiers
against Pakistani forces in the KARGIL front showed
same spirit. Our performances in those difficult
days are definitely comparable with these spirited
achievements. One group of people having allegiance
to particular political sect abstained from the duty to
show their discontent with a particular issue and they
had in their mind that their absence would mark a
dent in the production process. Immediately it threw
a challenge to the rival group to put heir best to
manifest the insignificance of other group. It was in
case of either of the group when they abstained. The
force that has driven them to excellence does have a
close link this feeling of achieving the mission.
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Summit is nothing but the pride and prestige of other.
A single question, is our performance is to undermine
the rivals? Our work place is not a KARGIL where
soldiers are fighting for the sovereignty of our country.

Is it not pleasant to get a surprise on each new dawn?
When we get a surprise by way of turn around
performance then it is hard to bridle our longing for
more of it. But are they very discreet occurrence or
they can be made a daily affair?

Can we all not have a common mission for our
company, our country so that we can replicate and
multiply our best performance surpassing the best of
the industry?

Our struggles for excellence beyond all mediocrity
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More Freedom

A heed to these basic and genuine suggestion can
play havoc in the turnaround performance.

But once one resonates with the joy of liberty no one
in the earth can stop him from achieving his goal. A
parrot in the cage used to sing in the dead hours of
night. One owl got disturbed and asked the parrot
why she sang in the night. She replied that once she
was singing in the daytime and was caught. Owl
advised the parrot that once in cage it makes no
difference whether she sings in the daytime or night.

Scheduling of heats, coordinating the online jam
cutting, ladle management, tilting car management,
tundish management are some of the areas where
excellent performance was reported due to bottom
up flow of grass root ideas and actions. Some brilliant
ideas like VAD cover changing car, return ladle car
popped up from the grass root level.

Once the work force is stripped of his responsibility or
liberty his performance does not make any difference
and an indifferent performance cannot excel.

“Let us accept the boatman and give our inner pundit
self a rest then nobody can deny our safe escape to
the bank of excellence.”

On these difficult days when a group of workmen
having allegiance to a particular union abstained from
duty , other workmen were given lot of liberty by
way of working hours, decision making in technical
matters, flexibility in working and this liberty paid its
dividend.

3rd Umpire has Eaten Up the Thrill of Cricket.
Does it not uncanny to see a batsman watching at
the display board for the nod of the Third Umpire?
Whole stadium is eyeing and feeling pity for the two
poor fellows in the ground. It definitely has taken
away the very essence of cricket.

“Let us enjoy the freedom, share the responsibility
and be more of our own boss. Our performance will
give others the confidence to let us loose. We did it on
Mission day and each new day is a mission day.”

Many a times in the production process, the 3rd
umpire concept kills the production spree and targets
are missed marginally.

Boatman & Pundit Syndrome

Management many a times is sandwiched between
the conflicts of two unions and warring unions enjoy
the decision of indecision of the 3rd umpire who is
none other than the management itself.

A pundit boarded a country boat to cross a river.
Pundit burdened with his intellect scorned at
the boatman for his ignorance about the grave
philosophical thoughts. He grossly concluded saying
that the life of the boatman is a spoil in absence of the
real knowledge.

Many a times spot decision is delayed for want of a
nod from someone up in the hierarchy.
The mission day has shown the result.

But the destiny had something else to tell. Boat
was suddenly caught in a storm. It was about to be
capsized. Pundit did not know swimming. His all
intellect sunk with the boat and the rustic boatman
rescued him to bank.

Can we not delegate some of our decisions to the field
people so that everybody can enjoy the production
game?
Count the Heads – Not the Hands

It has got a real context in our day-to-day life. Many
times a brilliant idea is shelved because the theoretical
backups do not amply support it. There is big gap
because the output of academics/research is not the
input to the industry. At times, people who are the
bottom strata of the production process can better
sense the nerve of the machinery and portend the
problems in equipments and process as a mother can
face read his child’s agony.

Any job area of is mostly full of people and very few
are there to work. Sometimes excess becomes the
greatest impediment for a job success.
A man who does not have a business at a business
place is a real nuisance. By idling he not only increases
the overhead but also lowers the productivity of the
team by all subversive activities.
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Mission Day Performance

If with an attendance of 40 % or like we can give a
brilliant performance then why to go for head counting.

Strike is symbolic and excellence is a glare that
brightens the company. There is turmoil in the
international economic scenario. In these days
of globalization, we can not thrive immune to
international economics.

By rationalizing the manpower deployment definitely
we can bring a positive change in the performance on
regular basis.
Ends are in Mind – Olympic Performer

Best survival strategy is written when the ship comes
to shore braving the tempest. Each new dawn is a
new struggle and to device a new survival trait. We
excelled on difficult days and that is the best-proven
strategy of survival.

Olympic performers know what ends he has to meet.
Performance excels, record breaks. Everybody coming
on the mission day knows at the end of the day what
figure they have to make. Once the ends are defined
performance can exceed or marginally slip.
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Performance Improvement in SMS through HRD
Intervention, Success through People
Sanjay Dhar* & P Subba Rao**

S

teel Melting Shop-1 (SMS-I) of Bhilai Steel Plant is a vivid example of how the
human spirit can triumph over the challenges of tough working conditions and
obsolete technology to give results comparable with the most modern production
units. The shop has an annual rated capacity of 2.5MT crude steel production and
produces steel by Twin hearth furnace technology, which is a modification of the
Open Hearth technology, that has long since been phased out in practically all
the plants of the world with continuous casting, which is a much cleaner, more
efficient, physically less demanding and safer technology, being the dominant
technology of steel making nowadays. The shop was planned to be phased out with
the development of a modern SMS-III. However, as the establishment of the new
SMS III has been delayed due to various reasons, this shop continues to be a major
supplier of steel to the key rolling mills of Bhilai Steel Plant. It is an old shop, having
been in existence since 1959. Presently, SMS-1 produces crude steel through its twin
hearth furnaces (THFs) and at any point of time, three THFs are under operation
and one is under repair/reserve. About fifty grades of steel are produced from SMS-1
and it caters to the requirement of mainly Blooming and Billet Mill (BBM),Wire Rod
Mill (WRM) & Merchant Mill (MM). (Process Flow of SMS I is given in Annexure I).
The shop is accredited with ISO:9001 & ISO:14001. The manpower of SMS-1 is 1260
(including 160 executives). Besides this, an equal number of personnel from other
service departments and contractual labourers also work in tandem in SMS-1.
SMS-1 has always been a forerunner in Human Resources Development (HRD)
activities and has actively fostered various HRD initiatives like Quality Circles,
Suggestion Schemes, Six sigma projects, Knowledge Management, Value
engineering, Cost management, Rajbhasha and in-house training programs. SMS1’s workforce has remained in forefront of national recognition, getting many
accolades including, 9 employees with Prime Minister’s Shram Veer Award, 5
employees honoured with Chhattisgarh State Shram Yashashvi Puruskar, three of
its quality circle teams nominated to represent the organization at International
Convention on Quality Concept Circle and one of the value engineering projects
of SMS-1 getting the prestigious national level “Mohta Award”.
It was felt that the involvement of personnel in the above mentioned HRD
activities is limited to selective group of employees and felt the need of involving
every employee in solving the day to day problems of the shop as the operations of
SMS-1 require a lot of manual work in hazardous condition and most of the skills
required for running the shop are learnt on the job.

*Asstt. General Manager (Acad) & Sr. FM, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
**Asstt. General Manager (SMS-1), Bhilai Steel Plant, SAIL, Bhilai
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The overall development of man behind the
machine is a matter of paramount concern for the
shop management. With the increasing workload
due to enhanced production targets along with
safety and awareness, it was decided to launch a
series of awareness and training programmes so to
get the quality of commitment, attention, cohesion
and concern for self and others to a level where
safe working is ensured and there was a deep and
widespread acceptance of the challenging targets set
for the shop.

steel scenario, financial status, cost of production,
quality of steel, personnel management, stress
management and maintenance activities. At the
end of the programme, the participants prepare an
action plan for countering major shop floor problems.
After making presentation in front of HOD /senior
officers of the shop, these action plans are then
made available to all respective section incharges
for analysis and implementation. The structure of
the program is given in Annexure II. The design of
the program is to provide a common understanding
of the issues affecting both the department and the
individual and arrive at some actionable points which
would be emotionally owned by the employee. In
the start of the programme, the objectives, challenges
and priorities are discussed by shop head, which sets
the tone for the program and reiterates management
commitment with all the participants. This is
followed by inputs on the steel scenario and financial
performance of SAIL, BSP and the shop which sets
the business context for the subsequent inputs on
various aspects of performance including operations,
maintenance and quality. The focus is on providing
inputs on all these aspects to all participants not only
to get an overall perspective on shop performance
which goes beyond their section or function, but also
to appreciate their role in supporting other functions
and contributing to overall improvement in the shop.
The program also aims at addressing the soft skills
necessary to manage effectively including managing
stress. The program also appreciated that the personal
concerns of people appreciating and balancing the
personal needs and requirements of the individual
with the organizational systems and processes and
helping people understand how they can take care
of their personal concerns within the organizational
systems. This appreciation of the different aspects
and merging of concern for organizational goals
and the concern for individual welfare has made the
program, not just a forum for sharing knowledge,
and developing a wider perspective, but also a forum
for reaffirming commitment, which is necessary for
superior performance.

It was decided to have a formal HRD initiative
which would have structured inputs for stimulating
the minds of the workforce for taking ownership of
their performance and tapping their creative talents
in solving their workplace problems. A two-day
programme was launched in July 2010 with a view
to disseminate knowledge about various vital issues
to the shop floor personnel including persons from
other associated departments that share the work
of steel making on day-to-day basis. The target
population includes executives from E1 to E5 and all
non-executives of the shop. The program was titled
“Success Through People”. (STP). This program has
been institutionalised as a mechanisms for not only
keeping the employees aware about the challenges
of the steel industry and their department but also
getting their active involvement in solving the
problems of the shop at a grassroots level and
systematically enhancing its overall performance. Till
December 2011, 40 programmes of STP have been
organized successfully covering 1012 persons. Four
such program were held each month continuously
for about 2 years to cover all employees and a
consistent approach using the same central theme
but tapping the specific ideas of each group was
taken. The objectives of the program were to improve
the performance of the shop by
• Apprising existing shop problems & analysing
them.
• Involving all employees in improving the
performance of the shop
• Make action plan for various problems &
implementing them.

After developing a holistic understanding of the
causes and inter-linkages, the participants are made
to develop concrete action plans for improving
the performance and these action plans have led

The topics of STP covers the entire gamut of shop
activities including operation management, world
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♦ Hot Metal crane# 2 Main trolley

to many innovations which have significantly
improved the performance of SMS I. A sample of
some of the initiatives / modifications which have
been implemented as outcome of this ‘success
through people’ programme are listed below
improvements achieved through the STP program
is given below:

♦ Teeming crane 75T hoist
♦ Charging machine # 8 trolley
• Installation of Digital DC ammeters with
shunt in all charging machines to reduce
motor burnouts due to overload. Installation
of centralized earth fault monitoring and
recording system in Electrical shift room.

a. Actions taken to reduce breakdown of critical
cranes (Mechanical)

c. Actions taken to reduce cold heats

• Teeming crane main hoist hook length size
increased by 200mm, drawing developed,
modified hook made at our own machine shop.
Modified hook of 175T installed in Teeming
Crane # 1, 4 & 5.

• Action plan displayed at all strategic places i.e.
furnace & pit side, and ensure monitoring.
• Filling of 20-25kgs of fresh well filler powder in
well block area of each ladle before tapping for
free opening during casting of steel.

• Frequent rope out of 30T hoist pulley block
of the following cranes were rectified by
modifying the design of bottom pulley hook
and installed in Hot metal crane # 1, 3 & 4 and
Mixer crane # 1 & 2.

• Procurement of better quality (Puyang) Tap
hole sleeves initiated.
• Ensuring empty ladle temperature before
tapping and measuring on daily basis by
optical pyrometer system.

• Frequent failure of charging machine peel head
assembly is one of the concern of the shop
mechanical maintenance as the old design of
peel head is of thermitt welding & since the
welding was not up to the mark peel head used
to get cracked from the thermitt welding joint.
The problem was discussed in ‘success through
people’ training, Drawings were developed
and Arc welding design of peel head & stem
were made at our machine shop and fitted in
charging machine # 4 & 9. There were 27 cases
of peel head thermit welding crack and in
charging machine # 4 & 9 were modified peel
head was installed has not failed for complete
one year.

d. Actions taken to improve Heat weight
• Hot metal chute size increased, drawing
developed, modified chute body made.
Spillage of hot metal reduced.
• Ladle spout modification done to avoid metal
leakages.
e. Actions taken to control Pollution
• Installation of spray nozzles in duct area before
cyclonic separator: GCP-4.
• Installation of Spray nozzles in stack portion:
All GCPs.
• Additional set of nozzles in cleaning venture:
GCP-2.

b. Actions taken to reduce breakdown of critical
crane (Electrical)

• Introduction of duct system for fugitive
emission control in Twin hearth furnace
(THF#2)

• Installation of Separate dynamic braking
panels of BCH make in Teeming crane #1 main
hoist, Hot metal cranes # 2 and 3, Mixer crane
#1 and 2 and all 75T teeming cranes

Before

• Replacement of complete Panel with cables of
the following:

After

♦ Mixer Crane#1 Main hoist and main trolley
Spout modification

♦ Mixer crane# 2 Main trolley
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f. Actions taken to improve safety
• Provision of sliding Hylem sheet in teeming
cranes operator’s cabin windows in addition
to glass window to protect the operator from
liquid metal splashes.
• To arrest leakage of oil from bridge reducers
of teeming cranes # 2, 3 & 5 oil seals have
been changed and RTV compound applied at
joints.
• Concreting work has been done in THF # 4
ladle pit to avoid accumulation of water & to
avoid blasting during tapping.

increased. Through these program there has been
a collective process of learning about each other
and the organizational goals leading to collectively
identifying central issues of the shop, Interpreting
results and drawing conclusions leading to practical
initiatives. has also been increased awareness about
the environment and the areas considered peripheral
by people earlier, and improvement in coordination
and communication.

• Extension of teeming platform A1 and K4 to
keep safe distance during teeming.
• Charging machine operators window cover
provided in all charging machines to protect
the operator from splashes and flame.
• Repair of damage purlin at CD Bay from
Column# 82D-90D & 94D-96D.
• Covered open manhole near column # B 42 to
avoid risk.

Case Question
• What lessons from the case can be applied by
managers looking for significant improvement in
performance through HRD interventions at their
workplace?

• Introduction of metal jam cutting cabin.
The result of these innovations and workarounds
has been very positive on the overall performance of
the shop, which is evident from the key performance
results of the shop, given in Annexure III

• How can such interventions be sustained in the
long run?

These programs and the related camaraderie that they
have generated among different functions activities
have yielded encouraging results in human relations
also and cohesion in the teams has significantly

• How would the department prepare for
modernization which has been planned, knowing
that the technology would be new and different
from the existing technology?
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Annexure I: Process Flow of SMS
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15:30- 17:30

Managing
situation

14:00- 15:15

SMS-1

practices at

Maintenance

under stress

Operational
Problems,
Challenges
and
Constraints

Status of BSP

Steel Scenario
& Financial

Ahead

Challenges

Session Topic

11:00- 13:00

9:30-10:45

9:00-9:30

Day 1

Session
timing

Session Contents

- deoxidation.

•Operational logistics- particularly
furnaces & pitside.

•Role of operation personnel in
maintaining the health of equipment

•Role of maintenance personnel to
improve availability & reliability of
cranes.

•Understand various mechanisms of
different cranes of SMS-1.

•Analysis
of
breakdowns &
action.

previous
corrective

•Various Hoist Mechanisms.

•Crane operation technique.

•Effective Communication
through games.

•Discussion with
participant.

•Lectures

•Role Play

•Games

- Tapping &

•Out put.

•Understand how to work in team to
achieve desire targets.

•Discussion with
participant.

- Heat working.

•Input raw material.

- Teeming & heat removal

•Lectures

•Discussion with
participant.

•Sharing of
information

•Sequence of furnace operation.

•Profit data of SAIL,BSP &
SMS-1

•Production data of steel in
India, SAIL, BSP & SMS-1.

•Discussion with
participant.

•Sharing of
information

Methodology

•Understand furnace operation.

•Profit of BSP & SMS-1

•Demand of steel from SMS-1

•Understand the steel production &
market trend w.r t. BSP & particularly
SMS-1.

• Understand / appreciate the necessity • Safety Issues
of improving the shop performance, • Govt.
policies
w.r.t.
visa vis equipment breakdown,
environment.
environmental issues, safety, roof life,
cold heats, quality of steel & Techno- • Need for cost control & Techno
economics
Economics.

Session Objectives

Middle Level
Managers from
SMS I

Middle Level
Managers from
SMS I

Middle Level
Managers from
SMS I

Middle Level
Managers from
SMS I

HoD SMS I

Faculty

Annexure II-Structure of Program- Success Through People
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Steel in SMS-1

Quality of

14:00-17:30
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Problems

Shop

Management

11:00- 13:00 Personnel

09:00-10:45

Day 2

to

• Current issues related to
Dept. & BSP.

• Incentive Scheme.

• Circulars of recent times.

• Know your pay slip.

•Make action plan for a specific problem
of the shop & present it before HOD,
SMS-1.

•Safety & environment and other shop
logistic problems.

•Understand/Appreciates.

•Briefing on Action plan in
teams.

•Overview of the two days
programme.
•The specific shop problems/challenges.
•Severity of cold heats and its analysis, •Briefing on shop problems/
challenges.
roof life of THF.

•Absenteeism and related issues

•Rule pertaining to leaves, leave
encashment, CPF, Bonus, incentives,
loan etc.

•Understand

•Different process parameters
influence quality of steel.

•Analysis of previous cold heats, off
grades, rejections & its corrective
action.(case study)

•Factors affecting quality of
steel.

•Teeming practices & ingot
defects.

•Off grades, rejections, cold heats.
•Ingot defects & its remedy

•THF steel making process in
brief.

•Understand the Quality of different
grade of steel.

•Action Planning

•Group Work

•Discussion with
participant.

•Sharing of
information

•Discussion with
participant.

•Lectures

HoD of SMS I

Middle Level
Managers SMS
I- (Program
Facilitator)

Middle Level
Personnel
Managers
from SMS I

Middle Level
Managers
from Research
and Control
Lab (RCL)
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Annexure III-Performance Parameters of SMS I form 2009-10 to 2012-13 (Till Nov. 2011)
Parameter

Significance

Unit

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12 (till Nov.)

Production

Mill order fulfillment High demand in
steel market and makes the maximum
revenue for the company.

%

82,23

82.81

82.89

HeatWt.

Measure of operational efficiency. Higher
heat weight means better operational
efficiency, as it enables more output in
each cycle

Tons

238,00

243.00

243.08

Cold Heats

Measure
of
synchronization
of
operations. Less cold heats means less
energy consumption and disruptions in
operations

No.

27

25

13

Aluminium

Measure of process efficiency. Lower
figures are better

Kg/T

0,62

0.54

0.54

Ingot
Mould
stickers

Measure of process efficiency. Lower
figures are better

%

0.23

0.17

0.09

Bottom
Stool

Measure of process efficiency. Lower
figures are better

Kg/T

7,62

7.35

7,27

Bottom &
tap hole
repairs

Measure of both operations and
maintenance efficiency. Lower figures are
better.

Nos. (Avg)

23.75

24.55

19.12

Oxygen

Measure of process efficiency. Lower
figures are better

CuM/T

57.30

58.47

58.08

Ladle Life

Measure of both operations and
maintenance efficiency. Higher ladle life
means better utilization of ladles

No. of
Heats

34.18

38.25

38.90

Special steel
production

Measure of value added production %of total
prod.
through the ingot mould route. High
demand in steel market and makes the
maximum revenue for the company.

66.74

66.24

79.34

OFF Grade

Measure of both operations and quality
efficiency. Lower figures are better.

%

0.82

0.61

0.47

Teeming
Crane
delays

Measure of both operations and
maintenance efficiency. Lower figures are
better.

Hrs

47

8

2

(Blowing)
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Book Review

Rules are Not Enough :
Art of Governance in the Real World
Rupert Merson

I

n his book Rupert Merson has discussed in detail about Corporate Governance.
It has been mentioned that Governance is receiving a lot of attention of
everyone currently. It usually does when times are bad. In the depths of every
recession and after every Corporate Collapses, there is a determination to learn the
lesson this time. Despite enquiries and reviews following the Company failures
in the early 1990s and then again in the wake of Collapse of Enron, etc Corporate
Governance is again in the spotlight.
What is the role of a Director? Should there be more, less or better regulation?
How the Board of Directors should be structured. Should the role of Chairman and
CEO be Separate? To whom, should the Directors be accountable- the Board, the
Company, the Shareholders, Stakeholders in general.
In his titled book Rupert Merson has tried to define the term Governance and
discussed the above aspects in detail while deliberating on all elements viz’;
•

Objectives- What the organisation is for and how it discharges its
Objectives.

•

Finance- Where it comes from, the uses to which it is put, and how the
interests of the providers of finance are safeguarded.

•

People- particularly those in position of influence on the inside of the
Organisation, and how they should relate to the organisation.

•

Stakeholders- other people and organisations, often not as close to the
organisation as those on the inside but keenly interested nonetheless;
their relationship with the organisation, its Directors, Staff and each
other.

•

Rules- and law, codes of conduct and guidelines-often drafted to protect
investors in listed companies, but increasingly drawn up to protect
a broader range of stakeholders in other sorts of organisations. Often
drafted by external agencies, but not always.

•

Performance measurement and management- how system and structures
are used to direct and motivate individuals in the organisation, both with
and against their better judgement.

•

Values and Culture in the Organisation- intangible elements that
influence how individuals within an organisation behave.

•

Transparency- the availability of information about an organisation
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and its performance, and the extent an
organisation and its performance, and the
extent to which this information is shared
inside the organisation and within the
outside world; how often and in what form.
•

•

which is sure way of inviting challenges from cynics
and naysayers (pessimists). Rupert Merson describes
all the above elements in detail in his book and
mentions that Governance could do much more
if only if a bit of life is breathed into it and stopped
treating it like an empty ceremony or a cold exercise
in filling out forms.

Growth and Complexity- recognition that
the governance agenda changes as the
organisation grows (and grows up) and
that size does not fit all,

Published by:

Structures and Power- who should report
to whom in an organisation and how;
different ways of structuring management;
how power should be exercised and by
whom, and what checks and balances
should be put on it.

Profile Books Ltd.
Page No. : 264
Year : 2010
Book Reviewed by :
R K Bhan
Dy. General Manager (M), CD,

Corporate governance has been described as ‘the
catch-phrase of the global financial community’,

CMO, New Delhi
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Book Review

Great by Choice: Uncertainty, Chaos, and Luck –
why some thrive despite them all
Jim Collins & Morten T Hansen

T

his book culminated from the research project undertaken by the authors
that started around a simple question: Why do some companies thrive in
uncertainty, even chaos, and others do not? When buffeted by tumultuous events,
when hit by big, fast-moving forces that we can neither predict nor control, what
distinguishes those who perform exceptionally well from those who underperform
or worse? The research method rests upon having a comparison set. The critical
question is not “What did great companies share in common?” The critical
question is “What did great companies share in common that distinguished them
from their direct comparisons?” By comparisons the authors mean the companies
that were in the same industry with the same or very similar opportunities during
the same era as the 10X companies, yet they did not produce great performance.
The authors introduce and explain a variety of innovative, yet practical concepts
that defy conventional wisdom. Some of these concepts include the 10Xers, the
SMac recipe, Zoom Out, Then Zoom In, Fire bullets then Cannonballs, Leading
Above the Death Line, and the 20 Mile March. 10Xers (“ten-EX-ers”) as has been
mentioned by the author are companies that beat their industry’s averages by at
least 10 times. They didn’t merely get by or just become successful. They truly
thrived. Some of the 10X companies that have been mentioned in the books are
Amgen, Biomet, Intel, Microsoft, Progressive Insurance, Southwest Airlines, and
Stryker.The concepts that have been mentioned in the book as metaphorshave
been explained below.
10Xers
10Xers understand that they face continuous uncertainty and that they cannot
control, and cannot accurately predict significant aspects of the world around
them. They reject the idea that forces outside their control or chance events will
determine their results; they accept full responsibility for their own fate.10Xers
then bring this idea to life by a triad of core behaviours:
• Fanatical discipline,
• Empirical creativity
• Productive paranoia.
Fanatical Discipline
10Xers display extreme consistency of action – consistency with values, goals,
performance standards and methods.10Xers are utterly relentless, monomaniacal
even, unbending in their focus on their quests. They don’t overreact to events,
succumb to the herd, or leap for alluring but irrelevant opportunities.
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Empirical Creativity

inverse correlation between pursuit of maximum
growth and 10X success. Comparison company
leaders often pressed for maximum growth in robust
times, thereby exposing their enterprises to calamity
in an unexpected downturn. 10X winners left growth
on the table, always assuming that something bad
lurked just around the corner, thereby ensuring they
wouldn’t be caught overextended.

Empirical means relying upon direct observation,
conducting practical experiments and/or engaging
directly with evidence rather than relying on opinion,
whim, conventional wisdom, authority or untested
ideas. Having an empirical foundation enables
10Xers to make bold, creative moves and bound their
risk.10Xers had a much deeper empirical foundation
for their decision and action with gave them wellfounded confidence and bounded their risk.

Fire Bullets, Then Cannonballs
Innovate first with small experiments (bullets) before
committing to big initiatives (cannonballs). This lets
you discover and calibrate what works cheaply before
having to commit a lot of resources. The authors also
discuss the basic nature of innovation, and point out
that, although these 10x companies were usually first
among competitors to innovate, it also took much
more than pure innovation for them to outperform
their peers as clearly as they did. The idea is to not
only innovate, but also to execute extremely well,
because such post-innovation blocking and tackling
is critical to the process of bringing innovations to
volume.The combination of creativity and discipline,
translated into the ability to scale innovation with
great consistency, better explains some of the greatest
success stories – from Intel to Southwest Airlines,
from Amgen’s early years to Apple’s resurgence
under Steve Jobs – than the mythology of big-hit,
single step breakthroughs.

Productive Paranoia
10Xers differ from their less successful comparisons in
how they maintain hyper vigilance in good times as
well as bad. Even in calm, clear, positive conditions,
10Xers constantly consider the possibility that events
could turn against them at any moment. They assume
conditions will turn against them, at perhaps the
worst possible moment. They channel their fear and
worry into action, preparing developing contingency
plans, building buffers, and maintaining large margins
of safety. Underlying the three 10Xers behaviors is a
motivating force which is nothing but passion and
ambition for acause, for the company, for the work,
not themselves, but for a purpose beyond themselves,
be it building a great company, changing the world or
achieving something that’s ultimately not about them.
20 Mile March
The 20 Mile March is a metaphor used by the author
by which he wants to drive home that it requires
hitting specified performance markers with great
consistency over a long period of time. It requires
two distinct types of discomfort, delivering high
performance in difficult times and holding back in
good times. A good 20 Mile March has the following
seven characteristics:(1) Clear performance markers
(2) Self-imposed constraints (3) Appropriate to the
specific enterprise (4) Largely within the company’s
control to achieve (5)Proper timeframe – long
enough to manage, yet short enough to have teeth
(6) Imposed by the company upon itself.(7)Achieved
with high consistency.

Leading above The Death Line
10Xers understand that they cannot reliably and
consistently predict future events, so they prepare
obsessively ahead of time, all the time for what they
cannot possibly predict. They assume that a series of
bad events can dissipate them in quick succession,
unexpectedly at any time. It’s what you do before the
storm hits, the decisions and disciplines and buffers
and shock absorbers already in place that matters
most in determining whether your enterprise pulls
ahead, falls behind or dies when the storm hits.
10xers are extremely prudent in how they approach
and manage risk, paying special attention to three
categories of risk:

20 Mile Marchers have an edge in volatile
environments; the more turbulent the world, the
more you need to be a 20 Mile Marcher. There is an

• Death Line Risk (which can kill or severely damage
the enterprise)
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• Asymmetric Risk (in which the downside dwarfs
the upside)

works, grasping when to change and knowing when
not to than implementing change.

• Uncontrollable risk (which cannon be controlled
or managed)

Return on Luck
Through Return on Luck concept the author points
out how the 10X companies have capitalized on their
luck. What essentially has been pointed out thatsome
of the comparison companies had extraordinarily
good luck, better luck even than the 10X winners, yet
failed because they squandered it.A case in point has
been made by taking the examples of chip makers
AMD and INTEL. The authors have brought out
nicely how AMD could not capitalize on the repeated
stroke of good luck and how INTEL could bounce
back even though had bad luck on few counts. The
authors have come out with the idea that ROL might
be an even more important concept than return
on assets (ROA), return on equity, return on sales
(ROS) or return on investment. “Who Luck” – the
luck of finding the right mentor, partner, teammate,
leader, friend – is one of the most important types
of luck. The best way to find a current of good luck
is to swim with great people, and to build deep and
enduring relationships with people for whom you
would risk your life and who’d risk their lives for
you.10Xers credit good luck as a contributor to their
successes, despite the undeniable fact that others also
experienced good luck, but they never blame bad
luck for set backs or failures.

Rapid change does not call for abandoning
disciplined thought and disciplined action. Rather it
calls for increasing the intensity to zoom out for fast
yet rigorous decision making and zoom in for fast
yet superb execution. The 10Xers companies took
less risk than the comparison cases yet produced
vastly superior results.Contrary to the image of
brazen, self-confident, risk-taking entrepreneurs
who see only upside potential. 10X leaders exercise
productive paranoia, obsessing about what can go
wrong. They ask questions like: what is the worst
case scenario? What are the consequences of the
worst case scenario? What if? What if? What if? The
10X cases didn’t have a greater bias for speed than
the comparison companies. Taking the time available
before the risk profile changes, whether short or long,
to make a rigorous and deliberate decision produces a
better outcome than rushing a decision.
SMaC
SMaC stands for Specific Methodical and Consistent.
The more uncertain, fast-changing and unforgiving
your environment, the more SMaCone needs to be.
ASMaC recipe is a set of durable operating practices
that create a replicable and consistent success
formula. It is clear and concrete, enabling the entire
enterprise to unify and organise its efforts, giving
clear guidance regarding what to do and what not
to do. A SMaC recipe reflects empirical validation
and insight about what actually works and why. The
example of Southwest Airlines perfectly illustrates
this point. Developing a SMaC recipe, adhering to
it, and amending it (rarely) when conditions merit
correlate with 10X success. This requires the three 10X
behaviours: empirical creativity (for developing and
evolving it) fanatic discipline (for sticking to it) and
productive paranoia (for sensing necessary change).
It is possible to develop specific concrete practices
that can endure for decades. The 10Xers as it comes
out from the research changed their SMaCs by 15%
(compared to 60% for the comparison case). What
is more important here is that it is far more difficult
tofigure out what works, understanding why it

In this book the authors have used a data-driven
approach to build a solid case to prove that greatness
is not a matter of chance, but one of choice, even in
an uncertain, tumultuous world.What essentially they
have brought out in this book is that success comes from
preparation and disciplined execution. These two factors
outperformed others such as brilliant insight, far-seeing
vision, and luck, and enabled strong performance to
happen, even in uncertain environment.
Published by :
Random House India
pages : 304
Year : 2011
Book Reviewd by :
S K Mallick
Sr. Manager (Acad.) & Sr. FM
MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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Three Skills Every 2 1 st-Century Manager Needs
Andrew L. Molinsky, Thomas H. Davenport, Bala Iyer
& Cathy Davidson

The authors are experts in cross-cultural communication, information networks
and the science of attention and have shared their views on three skills executives
should cultivate to tackle new challenges on account of less hierarchical but
collaborative global companies with diverse employee groups. The article has lots
of significance for managers working in India today for the sake of multiplicity of
cultures and value system within the country apart from, the ever growing use
of social media sites by the managers and also the distractions posed by growing
use of computers and smart phones which makes it difficult to focus on a task for
a long time without interference from these gadgets by way of internet, e-mails
and social media sites.
Code Switching Between Cultures is discussed as the first such skill which
connotes the ability to modify self behavior in specific situations to accommodate
varying cultural norms. It is viewed as having something more than right
mindset, information and motivation about cultural norms but also encompassed
management of the underlying psychological challenges and barriers within the
person trying to adjust to cultural norms opposed to his own value system and
beliefs.
Three solutions are suggested to overcome this problem. First measure is to
specifically diagnose the problems in terms inter cultural variation leading to
build up of stress. In the second step it is suggested to make small adjustments
in behavior that shall blend with both the cultures as opposed to major cultural
adjustments. Third step suggests developing an understanding of necessity of this
code switching to meet ones persona] and organizational goals. If these goals are
getting accomplished the stress on account of adopting behaviour not in sync with
our inner constitution gets lessened.
Wielding Digital Influence is discussed as the second critical skill required by
managers. It means harnessing the power of social networking sites towards
organizational and personal goals rather than trying to curtail it. It helps leverage
your influence through social networking sites by developing online reputation,
specialization and network position.
Online reputation is to get people one has never met to seek you out, give you
information and collaborate with you. Online reputation is enhanced by offering
interesting content, drawing attention and motivating others to circulate and act
on your ideas.
Specialization involves sharing deep knowledge, establishing links with other
experts within and outside the organization, committing to learn other experts and
willingness to offer relevant information.
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Network positioning involves becoming link between
unconnected groups. It helps in identifying potential
collaborations and conflicts

stress, boosts creativity and helps control wandering
minds. The utility is further empahsised in terms of
promotion of equitable, interactive and productive
group calls (text chatting) thus taking away undue
advantage of a few loud distracting voices who take
all the space leaving others disinterested in group
deliberations.

Thus networks these days can be used to seek
immediate feedback and solutions to work issues,
test proposals and strategies, quick online surveys
etc. both within and outside the organisation. It
predicts preference for employees with strong online
connections and harnessing their online influence.

An interesting case of an individual is discussed who
sets limits on his divided attention by using three
different computers. Most important work is done
from a computer which has no internet connection.
The second has access to e-mail and web, and the
third has access to blogs and social networking cites
with reminders set for important jobs pending in the
first computer. Thus his strategy is discussed in terms
of making procrastination difficult but not impossible.

Dividing Attention Deliberately is the third
important managerial skill discussed in the article.
The article states that today managers are capable
of coping with distractions and thus undivided
attention should not be deemed to be ideal.
Further the article cites a research finding that mental
switching takes place every 3 minutes and taking
average 25 minutes to return to task and 44% of
switching takes place due to natural wandering of
mind rather than being attributable to technology
(e-mails, mobUes5SMSes, internet etc.). Another
research finding is quoted which proved that those
who use internet in workplace have their productivity
increased by 9%. Making an exception of “social
media addicts” (twitter, facebook etc.) it concludes
that a break to surf the web can provide a cognitive
refresher that improves their performance when
they return to the task at hand and exhorts managers
to embrace it as a positive distraction that relieves

The article is concluded holding out positive
interruptions as key for increasing our motivation to
learn and solve problems individually and collectively
and predicts that continuous partial attention will
perhaps be seen not as a problem but as a critical new
skill.
Article Digest Prepard by :
M Y Hussain
Sr. Manager (Acad.) & Sr. FM
MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
Source :
Harvard Business Review, Jan-Feb 2012
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Fairness in Business:
Does it matter, and what does it mean.
Joel D. Rubin

F

airness is a value that is taught and reinforced typically from childhood. Its
association is universally positive. However in real business world where profit
and higher profit is the measure of success does it have any bearing? The article
delves deeper into the issue.
Imagine a natural calamity like tornado occurred in which some parts residential
area is damaged. As demand for accommodation outstrips availability, in that
condition market rent goes higher. But as per fairness value in such condition
demand for higher rent is perceived as unethical. Though it will give higher return
in short term, in longer term it will bring bad reputation. Similarly in case of short
supply of goods if the price is jacked up by company then it will be perceived as
unethical company and looses its fairness value and in the longer run people lose
faith, there by the company will stand to lose more.
Having said that the fairness should be part of decision making in business, the
article characterizes fairness as 1. Impartiality: As per dictionary means free from self interest, prejudice or
favouritism, conforming to established rules.
2. Consistency with community's perceived expectation of fairness: The
understanding of this is more complex as it does not follow any definite set of
rules.

Out of the above two, a business house must be very careful in dealing with the
second point.
Example is given of Nike, where it lost plenty of business as well as reputation for
it's controversial practice of lesser pay to Asian work force compared to others.
Though, as per place of production pay was similar or higher compared to others
in the same area. Similarly in another situation, like excess ticket held by a club for
football match perceived to be high in demand, the tickets should be disposed
through first come first serve basis which will perceived as fair for the case.
So in conclusion it may be said that Fairness in business matters much for stable
and growing business. It adds intangible value to the business, satisfaction to
employees and customers.
Article Digest Prepared by:
Sudhansu Mohan Das
Dy. General Manager (CO & CC), ISP, Burnpur
Source:
Business Horizon-2012; 55 No.1
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mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Deewj ØeyebOeve
Fvoj kegâceej DeÛehueeveer*

''JÙeeheej

ceW Deeies jnves
keâer nesÌ[, ØeyebOekeâeW kesâ
efueS leÙe ue#ÙeeW keâes
Øeehle keâjves keâer oewÌ[
Deewj DevÙe DeefOekeâeefjÙeeW
SJeb keâefce&ÙeeW kesâ efueS
lejkeäkeâer heeves keâer nesÌ[,
FlÙeeefo ves nceejs peerJeve
keâes leveeJe«emle yevee
efoÙee nw efpemekesâ keâejCe
JÙeefòeâ kesâ peerJeve ceW
kegbâ"e Iej keâjleer pee
jner nw Deewj leveeJe
Gmekesâ peerJeve keâe Debie
yeve ieÙee nw.''

‘‘ceve kesâ nejs nej nw ceve kesâ peerles peerle’’
Deehekeâes Ùen Gefòeâ heÌ{keâj DeeMÛeÙe& nes jne nesiee efkeâ Fmekeâe ØeyebOeve mes keäÙee uesvee osvee. hejvleg melÙe
Ùen nw efkeâ Deepe keâer ieuee keâeš Øeeflemheoe&- kesâ Ùegie ceW ØeyebOeve kesâ efueS mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe keâe
nesvee yengle pe™jer nw Deewj mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe leYeer mebYeJe nw peye Deehekeâer meesÛe mekeâejelcekeâ
nes, Ùeeefve keâer Deehekeâe ceve Deehekesâ JeMe ceW nes.
ceQves kegâÚ efoveeW henues DeKeyeej ceW Skeâ Keyej heÌ{er efkeâ Skeâ GÅeceer ves cegcyeF& kesâ yeÇebõe hegue mes mecegõ ceW
Úueebie ueieekeâj DeelcenlÙee keâj ueer. Keyej kesâ Devegmeej Gvekeâes JÙeeheej ceW yengle Ieeše ngDee Lee Deewj
uesveoej jespe Gvekeâes lebie keâj jns Les. Fmeer lejn kesâ DeveskeâeW ]KeyejW jespe nce megveles Deewj heÌ{les nQ
efkeâ efkeâmeer mebmLee kesâ GÛÛe DeefOekeâejer DeLeJee ØeyebOeve leveeJe kesâ Ûeueles DeelcenlÙee keâj ueer Ùee efkeâmeer
peJeeve ves DelÙeeefOekeâ leveeJe kesâ Ûeueles Deheves GÛÛe DeefOekeâejer keâer ner nlÙee keâjer oer, Deeefo, Deeefo.
JÙeeheej ceW Deeies jnves keâer nesÌ[, ØeyebOekeâeW kesâ efueS leÙe ue#ÙeeW keâes Øeehle keâjves keâer oewÌ[ Deewj DevÙe
DeefOekeâeefjÙeeW SJeb keâefce&ÙeeW kesâ efueS lejkeäkeâer heeves keâer nesÌ[, FlÙeeefo ves nceejs peerJeve keâes leveeJe«emle
yevee efoÙee nw efpemekesâ keâejCe JÙeefòeâ kesâ peerJeve ceW kegbâ"e Iej keâjleer pee jner nw Deewj leveeJe Gmekesâ
peerJeve keâe Debie yeve ieÙee nw. Ùen leveeJe«emle peerJeve nceejs mJeemLÙe Deewj keâeÙe&#ecelee hej yengle yegje
Demej [eue jne nw.
peye Deehe vekeâejelcekeâ meesÛeles nQ lees Deehe YeefJe<Ùe mes [jles nQ, ieueefleÙeeW kesâ efueS Deheves Deehekeâes
keâesmeles nQ, Deheveer #eceleeDeeW hej Mekeâ keâjles nQ Deewj Deheveer keâeÙe&#ecelee keâe ndeme keâjles nQ DevleleŠ
Deheveer ceeveefmekeâ o#elee keâes kegbâef"le keâj osles nQ. mecemÙee Ùen nw efkeâ vekeâejelcekeâ efJeÛeej Deehekeâes
helee ueies efyevee Deehekeâer Ûeslevee ceW mecee peeles nQ Deewj Deehekeâes vegkeâmeeve hengBÛeeles nQ, meÛe lees Ùen nw
efkeâ Deehekeâer MebkeâeS Ùee DeeMebkeâeS Skeâoce efvejeOeej Deewj ieuele nes mekeâleer nw, Fmekesâ yeeJepeto Ùen
Deehekeâes #eefle lees hengbÛeeleer nw. cenelcee ieebOeer peer ves keâne Lee ‘‘efkeâ Fbmeeve Deheves efJeÛeejeW mes efveefce&le
ØeeCeer nw, Jees pewmee meesÛelee nw Jewmee yeve peelee nw.’’
efkeâmeer Yeer JÙeefòeâ kesâ vekeâejelcekeâ efJeÛeejeW kesâ efueS yengle mes keâejCe nes mekeâles nQ pewmes efkeâ mebmeeOeveeW
keâer keâceer keâe Denmeeme, Deheveer keâeÙe&o#elee ceW keâceer keâer efÛevlee, Fme yeele keâer efheâ›eâ efkeâ Deehekesâ JeMe
mes yeenj keâer heefjefmLeefleÙeeb Deehekesâ ØeÙeemeeW keâes yeskeâej keâj oWieer Ùee efheâj Deehekesâ ØeÙelve Ùee ØeÙeemeeW
hej otmejeW keâer Øeefleef›eâÙee keäÙee nesieer, Deeefo, Deeefo.
efJebmšve ÛeefÛe&ue kesâ MeyoeW ceW - ‘‘Skeâ efvejeMeeJeeoer keâes nj DeJemej ceW keâef"veeF& efoKeeF& osleer nw, Skeâ
DeeMeeJeeoer keâes nj keâef"veeF& ceW Skeâ DeJemej efoKeeF& osleer nw’’. leYeer lees Skeâ mekeâejelcekeâ meesÛe Jeeuee
JÙeefòeâ DeÂMÙe keâes osKe ueslee nw, Decetle& keâes cenmetme keâjlee nw Deewj DemebYeJe meer ueieves Jeeueer Ûegveewleer
keâes Yeer hee ueslee nw.
*Ghe-ceneØeyebOekeâ (Mew#eefCekeâ) SJeb JejerÙe mebkeâeÙe meomÙe, Sce0 šer0. DeeF&0, mesue, jeBÛeer
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[e0 mšerJeve keâesJes, efpevekeâes Øeefleef‰le šeFce cewiepeerve ves Decesjerkeâe
kesâ 24 meyemes ØeYeeJeMeeueer JÙeefkeäÙeeW keâer metÛeer ceW Meeefceue efkeâÙee
nw Deewj efpevekeâer hegmlekeâ mewJeve nwefyešdme Dee@heâ neF&ueer SheâefkeäšJe
heerhegue keâer 38 Yee<eeDeeW ceW DevegJeeefole ueieYeie 2 keâjesÌ[ ØeefleÙeeb
efyekeâ Ûegkeâer nQ, ves mekeâejelcekeâ peerJeve peerves kesâ efueS efJeÕe keâes
Skeâ efmeæeble efoÙee nw efpemekeâes GvneWves 90/10 efmeæeble kesâ ™he ceW
Øeefleheeefole efkeâÙee nw.

De. keäÙee Jees keâe@heâer keâe ceie pees šsyeue ceW efkeâveejs ceW jKee Lee ?
ye. keäÙee Deehekeâer efyeefšÙee efpemeves keâe@heâer efieje oer ?
me. keäÙee Jees hegefuemeJeeuee efpemeves Deehekeâe Ûeeueeve keâeše ?
ie. keäÙee Deehe efpevneWves helveer Deewj yeÛÛeer hej iegmmee efkeâÙee ?
peJeeye osves mes henues otmejs ÂMÙe keâes osefKeÙes. yeÛÛeer keâe neLe
ueieves mes keâe@heâer keâceerpe hej efiej ieÙeer, Deeheves efyeefšÙee keâes keâne
keâesF& yeele veneR yesše hej LeesÌ[e mebYeue keâj keâece efkeâÙee keâjes Deewj
keâceerpe yeueoves Ûeues ieÙes. Jeeefheme DeeÙes lees efyeefšÙee mketâue peeves
kesâ efueS efvekeâue Ûegkeâer Leer, Deeheves Gmekeâes efKeÌ[keâer mes yeeÙe efkeâÙee
Deewj Dehevee veeMlee hetje keâjkesâ Dehevee yeÇerheâkesâme G"e keâj Dee@
efheâme efvekeâue ieÙes. hetje efove Dee@efheâme ceW DeÛÚe yeerlee Deewj Meece
keâes heefjJeej keâe ceenewue Yeer ncesMee keâer lejn KegMevegcee ner Lee.

Fme efmeæeble kesâ Devegmeej 10 ØeefleMele efpevoieer Fme yeele hej
DeeOeeefjle nesleer nw efkeâ Deehekesâ meeLe keäÙee neslee nw Deewj yeekeâer
90 ØeefleMele Fme yeele hej efveYe&j keâjlee nw efkeâ Gme heefjefmLeefle ceW
Deehekeâer Øeefleef›eâÙee keäÙee nesleer nw.
Fmekeâe leelheÙe& Ùen nw efkeâ Gve 10 ØeefleMele heefjefmLeefleÙeeW hej
Deehekeâe keâesF& JeMe veneR nw, pewmes jemleW ceW Deehekeâer keâej Kejeye
nes ieÙeer, Deehekeâes keâneR meceÙe hej hengBÛevee Lee hej šs^ve uesš nes
ieÙeer Ùee Deehe šs^efheâkeâ peece ceW hebâme ieÙes, Deeefo, Deeefo. yeekeâer 90
ØeefleMele Deehe leÙe keâjles nQ, kewâmes.... Deheveer Øeefleef›eâÙee Éeje.

DeeMee nw Deehekeâes cesjs Ghejesòeâ ØeMeve keâe peJeeye efceue ner ieÙee
nesiee Deewj Fmes heÌ{les-heÌ{les Deehekesâ efoceeie ceW Ssmeer keâF& IešveeSB
Ietce ieÙeer neWieer peneB Deehekeâer Øeefleef›eâÙee mekeâejelcekeâ jner nesleer
lees heefjCeece kegâÚ Deewj ner nesleW.

Ghejesòeâ efmeæeble keâes Fme GoenjCe mes Ssmes meceefPeÙes efkeâ Deehe
megyen Dee@efheâme peeves kesâ efueS lewÙeej neskeâj Deheveer helveer Deewj
yeÛÛeer kesâ meeLe veeMlee keâjves yew"s Deewj yeÛÛeer keâe neLe ueieves kesâ
keâejCe keâe@heâer hewâue ieÙeer Deewj Deehekeâer keâceerpe ievoer nes ieÙeer.
Deeheves ›eâesefOele neskeâj Deheveer yeÛÛeer keâes yegjer lejn [ebš efoÙee
Deewj helveer keâes heâškeâej efoÙee efkeâ GvneWves keâe@heâer keâe ceie šsyeue
kesâ Skeâoce keâesves ceW jKee Lee Deewj iegmmes ceW YegveYegveeles ngS Deheves
keâcejs ceW keâceerpe yeoueves Ûeues ieÙes.

nce ncesMee Ùen keânles nQ efkeâ Decegkeâ JÙeefòeâ keâer lees ØeJe=efle ner
vekeâejelcekeâ nw Deewj Gmes yeouevee mebYeJe veneR nw, hejvleg Ùen
meÛe veneR nw, Ssmes DeveskeâeW GoenjCe Deehekeâes efceue peeÙeWies peneB
JÙeefòeâÙeeW ves Deehevee vepeefjÙee yeouekeâj peerJeve ceW veF& GÛeeBF&ÙeeW
keâes ÚgDee. Deiej peeve ueg[ebve kesâ MeyoeW ceW keâns lees vekeâejelcekeâ
Âef<škeâesCe ner peerJeve keâer Skeâcee$e efJekeâueebielee nw, mekeâejelcekeâ
vepeefjÙee kegâÚ Ssmee neslee nw efpeme hej nj keâesF& keâece keâj mekeâlee
nw Deewj Fmekeâe GheÙeesie keâjvee meerKe mekeâlee nw.

Jeeefheme Deekeâj osKee efkeâ yesšer keâe jesvee Deye lekeâ Ûeeuet Lee Deewj
Gmekesâ veeMlee keâjveW ceW osjer kesâ keâejCe Gmekeâer yeme efvekeâue ieÙeer.
Deye Deehekeâes 10 efkeâueesceeršj otj Gmekesâ mketâue ÚesÌ[ves peevee heÌ[e.
Dee@efheâme šeFce hej hengBÛeves kesâ Ûekeäkeâj ceW Deeheves Deheveer keâej Gme
meÌ[keâ hej 60 efkeâueesceeršj Øeefle Iebše keâer jhedâleej mes oewÌ[eF& peneB
ieefle meercee 40 efkeâueesceeršj Øeefle Iebše Leer, veleerpeleve Deehekeâes
500 ™heÙes keâe pegcee&vee Yejvee heÌ[e Deewj hegefuemeJeeues mes pees
lekeâjej ngF& Jen Deueie. Dee@efheâme DeeOee uesš hengBÛes Deewj JeneB
peekeâj OÙeeve DeeÙee efkeâ peuoyeepeer ceW yeÇerheâkesâme ueevee lees Yetue
ner ieÙes. Fme meye kesâ Ûeueles efove Yej cet[ Kejeye jne Deewj Meece
keâes peye Iej hengBÛes lees helveer Deewj yesšer ves meerOes cegBn yeele veneR keâer
keäÙeeWefkeâ Jees megyen keâer Iešvee mes DeYeer lekeâ Deenle LeeR.

Ùen efveefJe&Jeeo mLeeefhele leLÙe nw efkeâ efkeâmeer Yeer mebmLee keâer GVeefle
Deewj lejkeäkeâer kesâ heerÚs Gmekesâ ceeveJe mebmeeOeve keâe yengle yeÌ[e neLe
neslee nw. GmeceW keâeÙe&jle keâefce&ÙeeW kesâ mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe keâes
ceneve ceesefšJesMeveue uesKekeâ efMeJe Kes[e kesâ MeyoeW ceW Deiej keânW
lees peerleves Jeeues Deueie ÛeerpeW veneR keâjles, Jees ÛeerpeeW keâes Deueie
lejn mes keâjles nQ. eqJehejerle heefjefmLeefle ceW kegâÚ ueesie štš peeles nQ
Deewj kegâÚ ueesie efjkeâe@[& leesÌ[ osles nQ. efkeâmeer keâece keâes keâjvee Ùee
keâesF& efveCe&Ùe uesvee efmehe&â Deehe hej efveYe&j nw, Deiej Deehe meesÛeles
nQ-lees Deehe keâj mekeâles nQ! Deiej Deehe meesÛeles nQ efkeâ Deehe veneR
keâj mekeâles-lees Deehe veneR keâj mekeâles, Deewj oesveeW ner efmefLeefle
ceW Deehe mener nQ. efkeâmeer Yeer mebmLee keâes Glke=â° yeveeves kesâ efueS
mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues JÙeefòeâÙeeW keâe ceòJehetCe& Ùeesieoeve
neslee nw efpemekesâ cegKÙe ueeYe nQ-

Deye meJeeue Ùen nw efkeâ Fme Kejeye efove kesâ efueS keâewve efpeccesoej
nw -
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1.

mekeâejelcekeâ meesÛe leveeJe keâes keâce keâjves keâe cenòJehetCe&
meeOeve nw, pees ØeyebOekeâeW keâes veepegkeâ Deewj leveeJe«emle efmLeefle
ceW mener efveCe&Ùe uesves ceW yengle ceoo keâjleer nw.

2.

ÛetBefkeâ mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe leveeJe SJeb ›eâesOe keâes keâce
keâjves ceW meneÙekeâ neslee nw, Ùen mebmLeeve ceW DeefØeÙe
efmLeefleÙeeW mes yeÛeves ceW ceoo keâjlee nw.

3.

mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeuee JÙeefòeâ Deheves heeme GheueyOe
mebmeeOeveeW keâe meJeexòece GheÙeesie keâjves keâer meesÛelee nw, Ûeens
Ùen ceeveJe mebmeeOeve nes Ùee efheâj meece«eer ØeyebOeve.

4.

mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeuee JÙeefòeâ cegMeefkeâue heefjefmLeefleÙeeW
ceW keâesves ceW yew" keâj jesves-efÛeuueeves keâer yepeeÙe Fme yeele kesâ
ØeÙeeme ceW ueie peelee nw efkeâ Fme keâef"ve heefjefmLeefle mes kewâmes
efvekeâuee peeÙes pees efkeâ Skeâ ØeyebOekeâ kesâ efueS DeefveJeeÙe& iegCe
nw.

5.

Deheves heeme GheueyOe mebmeeOeveeW keâe jesvee-Oeesvee ÚesÌ[keâj
GheueyOe mebmeeOeveeW mes Dehevee meJeexòece osves keâer keâesefMeMe
keâjles nQ.

mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues JÙeefòeâ ncesMee otmejeW keâer ceoo
keâes lewÙeej jnles nQ pees mebmLee ceW KegMevegcee ceenewue yeveeves ceW
meneÙekeâ neslee nw Deewj keâefce&ÙeeW keâer keâeÙe&#ecelee hej Fmekeâe
ncesMee mekeâejelcekeâ ØeYeeJe ner heÌ[lee nw.

7.

mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues JÙeefòeâ otmejeW kesâ efueS DeeoMe&
meeefyele nesles nQ Deewj yeekeâer keâceea Gvekeâe DevegmejCe keâjkesâ

mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues ØeyebOekeâ efJe<ece heefjefmLeefleÙeeW
ceW menemeer efveCe&Ùe uesves ceW me#ece nesles nQ pees efkeâmeer Yeer
mebmLee kesâ GVeefle kesâ efueS yesno DeeJeMÙekeâ nw. megØeefmeæ
uesKekeâ efMeJe KesÌ[e ves Deheveer hegmlekeâ Deehe peerle mekeâles nQ ceW
efueKee nw efkeâ efJehejerle heefjefmLeefleÙeeW ceW kegâÚ ueesie štš peeles
nQ, lees kegâÚ ueesie efjkeâe[& leesÌ[ osles nQ.

9.

mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues ØeyebOekeâeW keâes ueerkeâ mes nškeâj
efveCe&Ùe uesves ceW ceoo keâjlee nw pees keâeÙe& efve<heeove kesâ veÙes
veÙes lejerkesâ Fpeeo keâjves ceW meneÙekeâ neslee nw efpemekesâ
keâejCe ueeiele ceW keâceer SJeb cegveehesâ ceW Je=efæ nesleer nw.

10. mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues ØeyebOekeâ Deelce efJeMJeemeer nesles
nQ pees keâeÙe&mLeue ceW iegCeJeòee megOeej kesâ efueS yengle GheÙeesieer
nw Deewj DeÛÚs veleerpeeW kesâ efueS meneÙekeâ. ßeer Jeeuešj mkeâeš
kesâ MeyoeW ceW ‘‘meheâuelee kesâ efueS vepeefjÙee Glevee ner pe™jer
nw efpeleveer keâer keâeefyeefueÙele’’.

mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues JÙeefòeâ efmehe&â Skeâ ner Ûeerpe hej
efJeMJeeme keâjles nQ efkeâ nj mecemÙee keâe nue mebYeJe nw Deewj
nue {tb{ves ceW ueie peeles nQ. [yuÙet keäuesceWš mšesve kesâ MeyoeW
ceW LeesÌ[e mee ner Deblej neslee nw, uesefkeâve Jees Úesše mee Deblej
yeÌ[e Deblej [euelee nw. Jees LeesÌ[e Deblej Âef<škeâesCe keâe neslee
nw. yeÌ[e Deblej nw efkeâ Jees mekeâejelcekeâ nw Ùee vekeâejelcekeâ.

6.

8.

Ùen metÛeer yengle uecyeer nes mekeâleer nw keäÙeeWefkeâ Ùen mLeeefhele leLÙe
nw efkeâ mekeâejelcekeâ Âef<škeâesCe Jeeues JÙeefòeâ KegMeefcepeepe Deewj
efceuevemeej nesles nQ efpemekesâ keâejCe Gvekeâer JÙeefòeâiele efpevoieer
mJemLe Deewj Kegyemetjle nesleer nw, efpemekeâe efmeOee ØeYeeJe Gvekeâe
keâeÙe&mLeue Deewj menkeâefce&ÙeeW keâer keâeÙe&#ecelee hej heÌ[lee nw.
KegMevegcee ceenewue efkeâmeer Yeer mebmLee keâes GVeefle Deewj Gòke=â°keâlee
kesâ efMeKej hej yew"e oslee nw. leYeer lees Deeshej efJevehesâ ves keâne nw efkeâ
‘‘Deye lekeâ keâer meyemes yeÌ[er Keespe Ùen nw efkeâ JÙeefòeâ cenpe Dehevee
Âef°keâesCe yeoue keâj Dehevee YeefJe<Ùe yeoue mekeâlee nw’’.
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